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NOTICE

This information has been compiled solely as an information source. It has been comprised of those individuals who have identified as possible resources for custody matters. There has been no independent verification of the professional qualifications of the individuals included. The appearance of any person or entity on this list should not be construed as an endorsement by the Montgomery Bar Association or of the Bench of the Montgomery County Court of Common Pleas.
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ANGER MANAGEMENT PROVIDERS

Creative Health Services
11 Robinson Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
610-326-9250 ext. 1197
creativehs.org/anger-management

Menergy
7500 Germantown Ave,
Philadelphia, PA 19119
215-242-2235
www.menergy.org

Ira Bilofsky, LCSW
100 S. Main Street, 1A
North Wales, PA 19454
T: 215-661-9515
Web: http://www.bilofsky.com

Watershed Family Counseling
715 Twining Road, Suite 110
Dresher PA 19025
T: 215-884-0400
Web: http://www.watershedfc.com/

Dr. John Seader, PhD, CAMA
AGMA Consulting Group
Madeira Ave, Jenkintown, PA 19046
T: 215-885-8045
Web: http://www.agmaconsulting.com/

The Men’s Resource Center
1601 Walnut Street, Suite 1017
Philadelphia, PA 19102
T: 1.215.564.0488
Web: http://www.themensresourcecenter.org

Kerstin Miller M.Div, LMFT, CST, CFR
168 West Ridge Pike #208
Limerick, Pa 19468
T: 610 889 0419 #6
Web: http://www.kerstinmiller.com/
SUPERVISED VISITATION PROVIDERS

Chester County Child & Adolescent Counseling Services
Southeastern PA, LLC
220 W. Gay Street, 3rd Flr.,
West Chester, PA 19380
610-764-8655
Angela Nyguen
trinhngsm@gmail.com
County: Chester
Fees: $85/hr - Intake, $75/hr – visitation for minimum of 2 hours per visit
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: On Site

Child First Family Services
131 East Orange Street
Lancaster, PA
610-861-8779
Kim Melhorn
childfirstone@comcast.net
http://www.childfirststonefamilyservices.com
County: Chester
Fees: Free Intake; $45/hr; $35/hr over 6 hrs $50 for travel up 50 miles

Childhood Solutions (Ft. Washington)
455 Pennsylvania Ave.
Fort Washington, PA 19034
215-653-0363
www.childhoodsolutions.com

Dr. Matt Shollenberger, PhPC
1306 Old Wilmington Pk, Ste. 300, West Chester, PA 19382
845 North Park Road, Suite 100, Wyomissing, PA 19610
228 East Orange Street, Suite, MWN, Lancaster, PA 17602
484-459-6423
drmshollenberger@aol.com
http://confidentialcounseling.net
County: Chester
Fees: Costs vary, starting at $50/hour
Intake Interview $100 per family
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Off-Site

Jane Ianuzelli/Media Counseling Services
12 Veterans Square #200
Media PA 19063
610-565-0515
mediacounselingservices@verizon.net
County: Delaware

Kathleen Coughlin and Associates
532 W Walnut St., Allentown, PA 18101
308 E. Broad St., Bethlehem, PA 18018
417 Cattell St., Easton, PA 18042
484-350-3700
610-861-8779
Info@kcoughlinandassociates.com
http://www.kcoughlinandassociates.com/
County: Lehigh
Fees: $125/hour
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Both
SUPERVISED VISITATION PROVIDERS

**Kids First Visitation Services of PA**
PO. Box 476
Doylestown, PA 18901
267-935-9096
484-951-2554 (Cynthia)
info@kidsfirstpa.com
http://kidsfirstpa.com/
County: Bucks
Fees: Intake Fee $100 per parent; $50/hr supervised visits (w/o abuse allegations); $75/hr supervised visits (w/ abuse allegations) $75/hr custody exchange monitoring, $100 per exchange; Special Medical Needs $100/hr; Court Appearances $250 for a half day; $500 for a full day Reports for Attorneys, Parents, or Court
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Off-Site

**New Life Visitation**
210 Carter Drive
West Chester, PA 19382
610-436-9104
Carol Lowe
County: Bucks
Fees: $150 Intake, $40/hr (sliding scale) - supervised visits and off-site visits' Contract to be signed by Licensed clinical SW/Master's level counselors. Therapeutic services avail.
Location Services: Both

**Safe Connections**
PO. Box 123
Paradise, PA 17562
717-405-0722
Dave Culbert
Anthony Ford
http://www.safeconnectionspa.com
County: Montgomery
Fees: Intake Fee $150; $40/hr – supervised visits; $70/hr therapeutic services
Location Services: Both

**The Assurance Group**
605 Farm Lane
Doylestown, PA 18901
215-348-3379
Neil Bowers
theassurancegrouppa@gmail.com
http://www.theassurancegroup.org/
County: Bucks
Fees: $45 per parent - Intake Interview (45 minute)
$30-$60/hr supervised visits (based on income of the non-custodial parent), $10/hr for each additional child in the visit. Rates doubled visits on holiday.
$90/hr - therapeutic visitation
$40 Flat Rate – Custody Exchange Monitoring
Accepts: cash, debit or credit card, cashier's check or money order and must be made at least one business day prior to the scheduled visit.
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Both

**Supervised Visitation Services**
71 North Hanover Street
Pottstown, PA  19464
484-948-8061
sheiladugan@comcast.net
None
County: Varies
Fees: $40/hr (minimum 2 hours) - no sliding scale supervised visits, except if long term, it can be discussed though.
Additional Costs. Reports are between $25 and $150 each / court appearance $75/hr starting from the time they leave home)
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Both

**Supervision Solutions, LLC**
610-850-5147
http://www.supervisionsolutionsllc.com
info@supervisionsolutionsllc.com
Melissa Taylor
County: Montgomery
Monitored exchanges: $50 for two exchanges.
Appears in Court: Yes
Location Services: Off-Site
Accepts: Visa, MasterCard, Discover. Payment for entire Visit or exchange required 24 hours in advance.
DRUG TESTING PROVIDERS

Any Lab Test Now
131 S. State Road, Springfield, PA 19064
610-543-2211
www.anylabtestnow.com
Location Services: On site collection; offsite testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Both

Arcpoint
233 South, 6th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
267-428-6788
http://philadelphia-pa-central.arcpointlabs.com/
Location Services: On site Mobile Testing Available
Drug or Alcohol: Both

ARCpoint Labs
292 W. Ridge Pike - Bldg. C, Suite 101, Limerick, PA 19468
(Also Philadelphia and Doylestown)
610-816-0406 for Limerick, 267-428-6788 for Philadelphia;
215-230-3879 for Doylestown
www.arcpointlabs.com
Location Services: On site collection; offsite testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Both

BACTrack Mobile Pro
N/A - online
877-334-6876
www.bactrack.com
Location Services: At home collection and testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Alcohol

Drug Test Consultants of PA
3553 West Chester Pike, PMB 313, Newtown Square, PA 19073
610-356-2001
888-249-6911
michael@drugtestofpa.com
www.hairdrugtestingusa.com
www.drugtestofpa.com
Location Services: Offsite collection.
Drug or Alcohol: Drug

Drug Test Consultants of PA
3553 West Chester Pike - PMB 313, Newtown Sq., PA 19073
610-356-2001
www.hairdrugtestingusa.com
Drug or Alcohol: Drug

LabCorp
520 Maple Ave., Suite 6, West Chester, PA 19380 (Also Pennsauken, NJ for Alcohol)
484-266-7987
www.labcorp.com
Location Services: On site collection.
Drug or Alcohol: Both

Montgomery County Adult Probation
100 Ross Rd., Suite 120, King of Prussia, PA 19406
610-992-7777
http://www.montcopa.org/375/Adult-Probation
Location Services: On site collection; offsite testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Both
DRUG TESTING PROVIDERS

Montgomery County Probation
Montgomery County Adult Probation, 100 Ross Rd., Suite #120, King of Prussia, PA 19406.
610-992-7777
Location Services: http://www.montcopa.org/375/Adult-Probation
Drug or Alcohol: Often Ordered by Judge Daniele. Need Court Order Issued in Montgomery County.

Quest Diagnostics
1001 Baltimore Pike, Suite 112, Springfield, PA (also King of Prussia and Norristown for Urine Testing)
610-690-0170 for Springfield; 610-768-9010 for KOP; 610-277-6017 for Norristown
www.questdiagnostics.com
Location Services: On site collection; offsite testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Both

SoberLink
N/A - online
714-975-7200
www.soberlink.com
Location Services: At home collection and testing.
Drug or Alcohol: Alcohol

Quest
720--730 E Johnson Highway, Norristown, PA 19401
1437 Dekalb St Norristown, PA 19401
724 Dekalb Pike Blue Bell, PA 19422-1214
491 Allendale Rd Ste 111,
King Of Prussia, PA 19406-1430
1107 Bethlehem Pike Suite 103
Flourtown, PA 19031-1919
515 Pennsylvania
610-239-1787
610-277-6017
610-239-1605
610-768-9010
215-836-1370
215-646-6424
610-650-0197
215-855-5558
610-520-1908
610-995-0190
Location Services: http://www.questdiagnostics.com/home.html
Drug or Alcohol:

Rapid Test Center
900 Eisenhower Blvd. Suite C Harrisburg, PA 17111
717-370-2549
info@rapidtestcenter.com
http://www.rapidtestcenter.com/
Location Services: On site Mobile Testing Available
PARENTING CLASS PROVIDERS

A Baby’s Breath
2062 W. Main Street
Jeffersonville, PA 19403
610-630-9630
78 2nd Avenue
Collegeville, PA 19426
610-489-0083
www.ababysbreath.org

Aldersgate Youth Service Bureau
42 N. York Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090
215-657-4545
aldersgateservices.org

Carson Valley Children’s Aid
1314 DeKalb Street
Norristown, PA 19401
610-279-2755
71 W. Wissahickon Avenue
Flourtown, PA 19031
215-233-1960
536 S Bethlehem Pike
Fort Washington, PA 19034
215-233-1960
www.cvca-pa.org

Child Guidance Resource Centers
2488 Sanatoga Road
Pottstown, PA 19464
610-326-3008
cgrc.org

Family Mentor and Advocacy Network
700 East Main Street
2 North
Norristown, PA 19401
267-507-3486

Family Services of Montgomery County
3125 Ridge Pike
Eagleville, PA 19403
610-630-2111
1976 E. High Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
610-326-1610
www.fsmontco.org

Genesis Pregnancy Care Center
888 E. High Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
610-970-8089
www.genpcc.org

Lincoln Center for Family and Youth
820 Adams Avenue
Audubon, PA 19403
610-277-3715
www.thelincolncenter.com
CUSTODY EVALUATIONS

- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Steven R. Cohen, Ph.D. (evaluation reviews only)
- Gerald Cooke, Ph.D.
- Margaret Cooke, Ph.D.
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Heather Green, Ph.D.
- Andrea Katin, MSW, J.D., LCSW
- Anna Lawler, Ph.D.
- Constance Mesiarik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Anthony M. Pisa, Ph.D.
- Carla Rodgers, M.D.
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Arnold Shienvold, Ph.D.
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Pastor Valerie Travis

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D. Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Belletirie, Ph.D.
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Broad Street Ministry
- Gerald Cooke, Ph.D.
- David DeMatteo, Ph.D., J.D.
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Anna Lawler, Ph.D.
- Constance Mesiarik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Jonathan A. Moselle, Ph.D.
- Lucy Raizman
- Carla Rodgers, M.D.
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Pastor Valerie Travis

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
SCHOOL / EDUCATIONAL EVALUATIONS

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Belletirie, Ph.D.
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
DRUG AND ALCOHOL EVALUATIONS

- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- Gerald Cooke, Ph.D.
- David DeMatteo, Ph.D., J.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Pastor Valerie Travis

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
**MARITAL / COUPLES THERAPY**

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Belletirie, Ph.D.
- Wendy Branton, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- Jamie Coonan, LCSW
- Aubrey Daam, LPC
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Talia Eisenstein
- Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.
- Hillary Graham, LPC
- Jenna Hesbol, MFT
- Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Jonathan A. Moselle, Ph.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Lucy S. Raizman
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
- Leda Sportolari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Sarah Szybowski, LPC
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
**INDIVIDUAL THERAPY WITH ADULTS**

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Wendy Branton, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Chandra Campana, LPC
- Aubrey Daam, LPC
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- Jamie Coonan, LCSW
- Talia Eisenstein
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.
- Hillary Graham, LPC
- Jenna Hesbol, MFT
- Lisa Hixenbaugh, LPC
- Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
- Lindsay MacGeorge, LPC
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Constance Mesiariik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Jonathan A. Moselle, Ph.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Dr. Tina Paone
- Lucy S. Raizman
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
- Leda Sportolari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Sarah Szybowski, LPC
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
INDIVIDUAL THERAPY WITH CHILDREN

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Chandra Campana, LPC
- Aubrey Daam, LPC
- Talia Eisenstein
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Lisa Hixenbaugh, LPC
- Lindsay MacGeorge, LPC
- Constance Mesiarik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Dr. Tina R. Paone
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Leda Sportolari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Sarah Szybowski, LPC
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
INDIVIDUAL THERAPY WITH ADOLESCENTS

- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Wendy Branton, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Chandra Campana, LPC
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- Jamie Coonan, LCSW
- Aubrey Daam, LPC
- Talia Eisenstein
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.
- Hillary Graham, LPC
- Jenna Hesbol, MFT
- Lisa Hixenbaugh, LPC
- Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
- Lindsay MacGeorge, LPC
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Constance Mesiarik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Jonathan Moselle, Ph.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Dr. Tina R. Paone
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
- Leda Sportolari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Sarah Szybowksi, LPC
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
FAMILY COUNSELING

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Wendy Branton, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D., Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- Jamie Coonan, LCSW
- Aubrey Daam, LPC
- Talia Eisenstein
- William Ennis, LPC
- Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.
- Hillary Graham, LPC
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Jenna Hesbol, MFT
- Lisa Hixenbaugh, LPC
- Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D. Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Jonathan Moselle, Ph.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Dr. Tina R. Paone
- Lucy S. Raizman
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
- Leda Sportalari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Sarah Szybowski, LPC
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
CO-PARENT COUNSELING

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Wendy Branton, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Jamie Coonan, LCSW
- Talia Eisenstein
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- William Ennis, LPC
- Harris Finkelstein, Ph.D.
- Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.
- Hillary Graham, LPC
- Jenna Hesbol, MFT
- Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Constance Mesiariik, Ph.D., J.D.
- Jonathan Moselle, Ph.D.
- Fawn Moyer, LPC
- Stephanie Newberg
- Dr. Tina R. Paone
- Lucy S. Raizman
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Linda Santana, LPC
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
- Leda Sportolari, LCSW
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Sarah Szybowski, LPC
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.
REUNIFICATION (PARENT – CHILD)

- Marlene Angert, Ed.D., Licensed Psychologist
- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- Barry Bricklin, Ph.D.
- Talia Eisenstein
- Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
- Michele Marsh, Ph.D., Licensed Psychologist, Certified Sex Therapist and Supervisor
- Stephanie Newberg
- Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
- Pastor Valerie Travis

**Please see Mental Health Professionals Directory following provider lists for contact information.**
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT

- Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
- William F. Coffey, LCSW
- William Ennis, LPC
- Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
- Nancy B. Schneider
- Matt Shollenberger, Ph.D., P.C.
- Pastor Valerie Travis
- Kim Wilson, LCSW
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

Marlene Angert, Ed.D. Licensed Psychologist
116 Yew Rd
Cheltenham, PA 19012
2159478654
marlene.angert@gmail.com

Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
920 N. Broad Street
Lansdale, PA 19446
215-362-1280
drbellettirie@verizon.net

Wendy Branton, Ph.D. Licensed Psychologist
122 Walnut Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087
(610)293-0177
Wendy@drwendybranton.com

Barry Bricklin, Ph.D. Gail Elliot, Ph.D.
309 Beechwood Road
Brookhaven, PA 19015-3025
office also in Furlong, PA
610-30405521
drbarrybricklin@outlook.com

Broad Street Ministry
315 S Broad Street
Philadelphia PA 19107
215-735-4847 ext 116
conciergeservices@broadstreetministry.org

Chandra Campana, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC 595 Bethlehem Pike
Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

William F. Coffey, LCSW
Council for Relationships
Suite 1810 1880 JFK Blvd
Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-382-6680 X7008
wcoffey@councilforrelationships.org

Steven R. Cohen, Ph.D.
1257 Marge Drive
Southampton, PA 18966
215-364-8700
steven@stevencohenphd.com

Gerald Cooke, Ph.D.
4 E. Germantown Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
610-828-2822
Gerald@CookeForensicPsych.com

Margaret Cooke, Ph.D.
4 E. Germantown Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
610-828-2822
Margaret@CookeForensicPsych.com
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

Jamie Coonan, LCSW  
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222  
Montgomeryville, PA  18936  
215-997-7772  
info@counselingatheritage.com

Aubrey Daam, LPC  
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222  
Montgomeryville, PA  18936  
215-997-7772  
info@counselingatheritage.com

David DeMatteo  
Department of Psychology Drexel University  
3141 Chestnut Street – Stratton, Suite 119  
Phila., PA 19104  
215-553-7107  
david.dematteo@drexel.edu

Talia Eisenstein  
125 Coulter Avenue  
Ardmore, PA 19003  
610-642-4873 x50  
drteisenstein@gmail.com

William Ennis, LPC  
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222  
Montgomeryville, PA  18936  
215-997-7772  
info@counselingatheritage.com

Harris Finkelstein, Ph. D.  
950 Haverford Road Suite 300  
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010  
610-937-9619  
chhmail@verizon.net

Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.  
1 Bala Avenue, Suite 125  
Bala Cynwyd PA 19004  
610-667-7280, x107  
 cgantmanphd@gmail.com

Hillary Graham, LPC  
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222  
Montgomeryville, PA  18936  
215-997-7772  
info@counselingatheritage.com

Heather Green, Ph.D.  
133 Coulter Avenue  
Ardmore, PA  19003  
267-798-1000  
 DrHGreen.com

Jenna Hesbol, MFT  
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222  
Montgomeryville, PA  18936  
215-997-7772  
info@counselingatheritage.com
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

Lisa Hixenbaugh, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Andrea Katin, MSW, JD, LCSW
1407 Bethlehem Pike, The Lodge #6
Flourtown, PA 19031
215-836-1954
andreakatin@gmail.com

Anna Lawler, Ph.D.
3705 Quakerbridge Rd. Suite 214
Hamilton, NJ 08619
215-429-4855
annalawlerphd@aol.com

Rev. Dr. Dolores E. Littleton, LMFT
1141 West Chester Pike
Havertown PA 19083
610-336-6398
DrDee3@gmail.com

Lindsay MacGeorge, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Michele Marsh, PhD Licensed Psychologist Certified Sex
Therapist and Supervisor
10 East Athens Ave. Suite 202
Ardmore, PA 19003
610-642-2600, ext. 1
mmmarsh@comcast.net

Constance Mesiarik, PhD, JD
PO Box 355
Pottstown, PA 19465
(484)431-0587
cmesiarik@verizon.net

Jonathan A. Moselle, Ph.D.
1244 Ft. Washington Ave. Suite K
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
215-643-2999
jmoselle@verizon.net

Fawn Moyer, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Stephanie Newberg
805 Edwin Lane
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
610-883-0127
stephanie@stephanienewberg.com
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

Dr. Tina R. Paone
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Lucy S. Raizman
Council for Relationships
790 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Blue Bell, PA 19422
216-382-6680 ext. 7039
lkraizman@councilforrelationships.org

Carla Rodgers, MD
2 Bala Plaza, suite 300
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
610-660-7739
claradgers@comcast.net

Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
20 West Third Street
Media, PA 19063
610 558-2777
doctorsamr@aol.com

Carla Rodgers, MD
2 Bala Plaza, suite 300
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
610-660-7739
claradgers@comcast.net

Samuel Romirowsky, Ph.D.
20 West Third Street
Media, PA 19063
610 558-2777
doctorsamr@aol.com

Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
261 Old York Road, Suite 521
Jenkintown, PA 19046
215-881-7790
drosenstein@juno.com

Linda Santana, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Mark Schenker, Ph.D.
8506 Germantown Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19118
215-381-0455
mschenker@navpoint.com

Nancy B. Schneider
120 Greenwood Avenue
Wyncote, PA 19095
215-881-9000
nbschneider@msn.com

Arnold Shienvold, Ph.D.
2151 Linglestown Road Suite 200
Harrisburg, PA 17110
717-540-1313

Kasey E. Shienvold, Psy.D., MBA
2151 Linglestown Road
Harrisburg, PA 17110
717-540-1313
kshienvold@rieglershienvold.com

Matt Shollenberger, PhD, PC
1306 Old Wilmington Pike, Suite 300 West Chester, PA
19382 845 North Park Road, Suite 100 Wyomissing, PA
19610 228 East Orange Street, Suite MWN Lancaster, PA
17602
484.459.6423
DrMShollenberger@aol.com
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

Jackie Silverhardt, LCSW
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA  18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Leda Sportolari, LCSW
191 Presidential Boulevard, Suite W10
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
610-668-1865
lsportolari@gmail.com

Andrea E. Sywulak, Ph.D.
Lifespan Counseling Center
Warminster, PA 18974
215-355-8812
asywulakPC@gmail.com

Sarah Szybowski, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC
595 Bethlehem Pike Suite 222
Montgomeryville, PA  18936
215-997-7772
info@counselingatheritage.com

Pastor Valerie Travis
1127 Markley Street
Norristown, PA 19401
610-496-2641
valleygirl52@verizon.net

Kim Wilson, LCSW
555 Andorra Glen Court Suite 1
Lafayette Hill, PA 19444
215-280-2947
kim@kimwilsoncounseling.com
Gerald F. Bellettirie, Ph.D.
Psychologist
920 North Broad Street
Lansdale Pennsylvania 19446
215-362-1280
drbellettirie@verizon.net

Curriculum Vitae

Education

Post-Doctoral Clinical Fellow, Temple University School of Medicine, 1981.

Doctor of Philosophy, Temple University, 1980.

Master of Arts, Temple University, 1976.

Bachelor of Arts, Summa Cum Laude, Psychology Departmental Honors, Phi Beta Kappa, Temple University, 1974.

Licensure & Specialty Certification

State of Pennsylvania Licensed Psychologist.

National Register of Health Services Providers in Psychology.

Diplomate in Behavioral Medicine and Professional Psychotherapy: International Academy of Behavioral Medicine, Counseling and Psychotherapy.

Approved Custody Evaluator, Court of Common Pleas, Montgomery County Pennsylvania.

Professional Experience


1985 to present Police Psychology: appointed 1988 as Police Psychologist, Hatfield Township Police Department, served as a consultant to the Upper Providence Police Department, Lansdale Police Department, Franconia Police Department, Telford Police Department, Lower Salford Township Police Department, Lower Frederick Police Department, Pottstown Police Department, Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department, Limerick Police Department, Chester Montgomery Emergency Response Team (CMERT/ SWAT) for Special Assignment Training and Montgomery County District Attorney Office Detective Bureau. Performing psychological evaluations and screening for the hiring of new Police Officers, Detectives, promotional examinations, Fitness For Duty Psychological Examinations of Police Officers and Special Assignment Training Evaluations for Police Officers.


Academic Appointments


Professional Advisory Boards & Committees

1990: Member, Custody Subcommittee, Family Law Committee, Montgomery County Bar Association.


Research Experience


Hospital Affiliations

1982 to Present: Abington Health Lansdale Hospital. (Formerly North Penn Hospital and Central Montgomery Medical Center) Lansdale, Pennsylvania.


1981 to 1983: Department of Psychiatry, Behavioral Therapy Unit, Temple University School of Medicine.

Professional & Academic Associations

Member: American Psychological Association, elected 1981.

Fellow: Pennsylvania Psychology Association, elected 1987 as a fellow and 1982 as a member.

Diplomate: American Academy of Behavioral Medicine, elected 1982.

Board Member: Ad Hoc Advisory Board, Community College of Philadelphia, 1980 to 1981.


Diplomate in Behavioral Medicine: International Academy of Behavioral Medicine, Counseling and Psychotherapy, elected 1987.

Diplomate in Professional Psychotherapy: International Academy of Behavioral Medicine, Counseling and Psychotherapy, elected 1988.

Honors

Phi Beta Kappa: Charter Member, Rho Chapter of Pennsylvania, elected May 3, 1974.

Summa Cum Laude: Temple University, 1974.


Psychology Department Honors: Temple University, 1974.

President's Scholar: Temple University, 1974.
Passed with Distinction in the Ph.D. Preliminary Examination, June 1978.


Ten Year Outstanding Service Recognition Award for Services to Hatfield Township Police Department. Resolution 98-31, July 1998.
EDUCATION
1971  B.A., Sociology, Villanova University
1982  Widener University Graduate Business Program
1985  M.S.S., Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION AND TRAINING
1988  Academy of Certified Social Workers, ACSW
1988  Gestalt Therapy Certification
1989  Licensed Social Worker, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
2003  Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Commonwealth of PA

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
1997  Senior Staff Therapist, Council for Relationships
      Philadelphia, PA

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
1991-2006  Adjunct Faculty, Instructor in Addictions and Social Problems, Sociology Department, Villanova University
1995-2000  Instructor, Couples Therapy and Addictions, Bryn Mawr College Graduate School for Social Work and Social Research
1997-2012  Instructor, Couple Therapy, Family Therapy, Addictions, Group Therapy, Clinical Social Work with Individuals, Couples and Families, Widener University Center for Graduate Social Work Education
2007-present  Instructor, Clinical Social Work with Substance Abuse, Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research
2008-present  Instructor, Family Therapy, Thomas Jefferson University Master of Family Therapy Program

ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS
1988-1989  Supervising Faculty, Bryn Mawr College Graduate School for Social Work and Social Research
1989-1990  Supervising Faculty, School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania
2007-present  Supervising Faculty, Thomas Jefferson University School of Health Professions, Department of Marital and Couple Therapy

PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS

1985-1986  Addictions Counselor, Eugenia Hospital, Lafayette Hills, PA
1985-1987  Group Therapist, Outpatient Addictions Treatment Services, Philadelphia, PA
1991-1997  Trainer, Couples Therapy, Pennsylvania Department of Health, Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Pennsylvania Society of Clinical Social Workers

COMMUNITY COMMITTEES

1989-1997  Training Advisory Committee, Pennsylvania Department of Health, Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs

PRESENTATIONS


CURRICULUM VITAE

EDUCATION


CERTIFICATION

Pennsylvania Licensed Psychologist

Board Certified-Diplomate
Fellow Prescribing Psychologist Register (FPPR)
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

CLINICAL:

Present: Consultation, Litigation Support, Expert Testimony, and Educational Programs

1974-2015: Independent Practice includes individual, marital, and family therapies with adults, adolescents, and children.

Forensic: Custody Evaluations, Parenting Coordination, Co-Parent Counseling, Psychological Evaluations, and Expert Testimony.

Board Membership:

2012-Present: Member-Pennsylvania State Board of Psychology (AKA the Licensing Board) Chairman 2016-2017

PAST AFFILIATIONS

ACADEMIC:

1979-2008: Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA Visiting Lecturer, Graduate School of Social Work.

2006-2009: Devereux Foundation, Institute of Training and Research, Villanova, PA: Visiting Lecturer on Group Psychotherapy

1980-1989: Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA, Counseling Center

1987: Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA, Graduate School Lecturer
1979-1982: Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA, Lecturer in Psychology (Undergraduate)

CONSULTING:
2004-2012: Expert for the Department of State, Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs Prosecuting Attorney, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. (Evaluating the work of psychologists with Licensing Complaints filed against them)
1988-1989 The Bridge, Philadelphia, PA Clinical Supervisor

CLINICAL:
2004-2005: Abramson Center for Jewish Life. North Wales, PA
1979-2003: Member of Medical Staff, Parkview Hospital, Philadelphia, PA
1977-1979: Shalom, Inc., Philadelphia, PA Director of Psychological Services and Research

Responsible for directing clinical and counseling work of twenty-five psychologists and counselors placed in fourteen different schools. Also responsible for administering and coordinating all research efforts and for supervising a research staff of fourteen people.
1974-1977  
Friends Hospital, Philadelphia, PA  
Staff Psychologist

Major areas of responsibility included psychological assessment, group therapy, individual therapy, in-service education, and supervision of interns and graduate students. Held titles of coordinator of the group psychotherapy program for the hospital as well as behavior modification specialist in the hospital. In addition, coordinated the supervision and training of the interns and graduate students affiliated with the Psychology Department.

1973-1974  
Rosemont College,  
Rosemont, PA  
Psychological Counselor (part-time)

Responsibilities included individual and group counseling, vocational testing and counseling, program development, leadership groups, and growth groups. Provided consultation and training sessions for residence hall counselors and academic advisors.

1971-1972  
Philadelphia State Hospital,  
Psychology Training Section,  
Dept. of Education, Philadelphia, PA  
Psychology Services Associate II

Responsibilities included: supervising fourteen mental health worker trainees in group therapy; conducting demonstration groups and educational seminars covering a broad range of practical and theoretical material; and teaching formal courses in behavior modification, psychological assessment, psychotherapeutic techniques, and psychopathology. Provided Didactic T-groups and/or encounter groups for the training of various disciplines within the hospital. Program development included coordinating affiliation programs with Philadelphia Community College and the Moore College of Art, as well as coordinating all course offerings within the Psychology Training Section.

1970 - 1971  
Camden County Psychiatric Hospital Blackwood, N.J.
Responsibilities included group therapy with outpatient and inpatient juvenile groups and hospitalized adults, family therapy, individual therapy, and psychological assessment. Administrative responsibilities included supervising psychologists and social workers in an intensive therapy program for selected inmates of the Camden County Children’s Shelter. Teaching responsibilities included lecturing for the student nurses' program and in-service education in the Juvenile Clinic.

OTHER AFFILIATIONS

THE BRIDGE: a.k.a. The Therapeutic Center at Fox Chase, Phila., PA
1978 - 1984: Member of the Board of Directors
1980 - 1983: Chairman of the Board

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Psychological Association

Pennsylvania Psychological Association (President 2009-2010)
(Member of Custody Committee)
(Chairman of Ethics Committee 2006-2008)
(Member of Parenting Coordination Task Force)

(Past Chairman of Ethics Committee)

Delaware Valley Society for Adolescent Health (Former Member)
(Board of Directors 1986-1988)
(President - 1988-1990)

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts

American Bar Association (Family Law Division)
PRESENTATIONS


Roles of the Psychologist in Medical-Surgical Hospitals, presented at Convention of Pennsylvania Psychological Association, Lancaster, PA June 1981.

Therapeutic Interventions in Working with College Students, Workshop leader in the Horsham-Bryn Mawr Conference, October 30, 1981.


Working with Adolescents from Families of Divorce--Challenges to the Counselor, presented at Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA November 19, 1982.

The Role of the Counseling Center in Implementing College Drug and Alcohol Policy, presented at Horsham Foundation, Ambler, PA October 28, 1983.


How to be a Creative and Effective Therapist, presented at Temple University, Philadelphia, PA February 10, 1984.


How Loss Affects the Family Function, presented at Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division, Philadelphia, PA, April 17, 1985.

Stress Management, presented at Chestnut Hill Hospital, Philadelphia, PA February 26, 1986.

Cancer Patients Are People, Too! The Psychological Effects of Cancer, presented at Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division, Philadelphia, PA April 21, 1986.


Coping with Depression, Presented at the Jewish Community Center, Philadelphia, PA November 13, 1989.


Working with Small Groups in Clinical Practice, Presented at Bryn Mawr College Seminar, Bryn Mawr, PA, April 20, 1990.


Working with Small Groups in Clinical Practice, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA April 1, 1993.

Fears and Phobias, Jewish Community Center, Klein Branch, Phila PA June 1, 1993.


The Ethical Twilight Zone of Diversity, The Pennsylvania Psychological Association, Philadelphia, PA June 20,1996


How to deal with Loneliness, The Newman Center, Philadelphia, PA April 2,1998

Perspectives on Dual Relationships, Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 25,1998

Coping with adult children: When is Enough Enough?, JCC-Klein Branch, February 22,1999

Ethics in the Workplace, The Family Institute of Philadelphia, May 7, 1999

Ethics in the New Millennium, Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, Valley Forge, PA., June 17,1999

Ethics in the New Millennium, Human Services Center/Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, October 1, 1999
What do we Owe our adult children?, JCC Klein Branch, February 14, 2000

Stress and how to reduce it, JCC Klein Branch, February 24, 2000

Be all you an be: Self Concept in the Workplace, Internal Revenue Service, Phila., PA. March 30, 2000


Stress Management, JCC Klein Branch, October 26, 2000


Forgiveness, JCC Klein Branch, November 6, 2000

Depression, JCC Klein Branch, February 26, 2001


Big Brother: Intrusions into Psychological Practice, Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 19, 2003

When the Auditor Knocks: Coping With Audits, Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 20, 2003

Family Relationships, JCC Klein Branch, October 15, 2003

Big Brother: Intrusions into Psychological Practice, Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, November 21, 2003

Hot Topics in Custody Evaluations: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 15, 2005

Practical Issues in the Treatment of High Conflict Families: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 16, 2006

Parent Coordinators in Pennsylvania: Handling High Conflict Child Custody Cases: Pennsylvania Psychological Association/Pennsylvania Bar Institute, September 15, 2006

Parenting Coordination: Bucks County Bar Association, April 11, 2007
Emerging Roles for Psychologists with High Conflict Families: Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, April 27, 2007

The Role of the Psychologist in Child Custody: Temple University School of Law, September 11, 2007

Dr. Dracula: How Would A Vampire Face Today's Professional and Ethical Problems?: (A humorous presentation about Ethics), Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, October 12, 2007


Parenting Coordinator: Definition, Implementation and Role: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Ethics Conference, November 1, 2007

Dr. Dracula: How Would A Vampire Face Today's Professional and Ethical Problems?: (A humorous presentation about Ethics), Pennsylvania Psychological Association Ethics Conference, November 1, 2007


Custody Evaluations: The Positives for the Psychologist as Well as the Children: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 19, 2008

Ethical Considerations in Interactions Between Psychologists and Attorneys: Avoiding Compromising Positions: Pennsylvania Bar Association Convention, Family Law Section, July 18, 2008


Parenting Coordination-Is Pennsylvania Ready?: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, November 24, 2008

Parenting Coordination: Pennsylvania Bar Association, Family Law Division, January 17, 2009
Ethics for Psychologists: Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, January 23, 2009

Parenting Coordination: Bucks County Bar Association, April 28, 2009


Interviewing Children: AFCC Convention, May 28, 2009

Custody Evaluations-The Nuts and Bolts: Pennsylvania Psychological Association, June 18, 2009

Presidential Address: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 19, 2009


Parenting Coordination: Bucks County Bar Association, October 19, 2009

Working With High Conflict Families: Friends Hospital, October 30, 2009

Ethics Man: A Comedy with Ethical Undertones: PPA Fall Ethics Conference, November 5, 2009

How to Talk With Children: PPA Fall Ethics Conference, November 6, 2009


Dissecting a Custody Case from the Psychologists’ Perspective: Pennsylvania Bar Association Winter Meeting, January 16, 2010

Testimony for Pennsylvania House Subcommittee on Family Law: Testimony regarding Custody Bills (HB 418, 463, and 1639) regarding presumption of joint physical custody, February 4, 2010

Parenting Coordination: Lancaster County Bar Association, April 13, 2010

Parenting Coordination Training: Understanding High Conflict Families and Resolving Their Disputes: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, May 14, 2010
Hot Topics in High Conflict Divorce and Child Custody: Parent Alienation, Munchausen’s Syndrome, Sexual Abuse Allegations: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 18, 2010

Social Media in Divorce Cases: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, January 19, 2011 (Mechanicsburg) June 6, 2011 (Philadelphia)

The Intersection of Legal and Mental Health Issues in Custody Cases: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, February 17, 2011 (Philadelphia) February 28, 2011 (Mechanicsburg)

Dealing With a Crazy Client: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, April 13, 2011

Presentation of a Custody Evaluation in a Complex Custody Trial: (Faculty) Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, May 10, 2011 (Philadelphia) May 19, 2011 (Mechanicsburg)

High Conflict Families and Litigation: Avoiding Problems and Finding Opportunities: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 16, 2011


Communicating With and Testifying For the Court: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Continuing Education and Ethics Conference, November 4, 2011

Criminal Conviction Evaluation Requirements in the New PA Custody Statue: 12th Annual Custody Breakfast (Presentation to Judiciary in Gettysburg, PA) November 10, 2011


Pennsylvania State Board of Psychology: Current and Future Directions: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 20, 2012

High Conflict Families and Litigation: Avoiding Problems and Finding Opportunities: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 20, 2012
Hot Topics in High Conflict Divorce and Child Custody: Parent Alienation, Munchausen’s Syndrome, Sexual Abuse Allegations: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Fall Ethics Conference Convention, November 2, 2012

Ethical Decision Making: Villanova University Counseling Center, February 6, 2013

Schools and Children’s Special Needs: How They Affect the Custody Case: Pennsylvania Bar Institute, March 15, 2013

When Your Client Is Driving You Nuts: Bucks County Bar Association-Family Law Division, April 17, 2013


Reconciliation Therapy-Considerations in Crafting Court Orders: Bucks County Bar Association-Family Law Division, May 22, 2013

Pennsylvania State Board of Psychology: Current and Future Directions: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 19, 2013

Shrink Wrap-Mental Health Privilege in Custody Cases: Delaware County Bench Bar Conference, Cambridge MD, June 5, 2014

Pennsylvania State Board of Psychology: Health Care Reform and Other State Board Issues: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 18, 2014

Practical Issues in the Treatment of High Conflict Families: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 20, 2014

Alternatives to Litigation: Pennsylvania Bar Institute Mechanicsburg and Philadelphia, October 27, and October 28, 2014


Custody Issues and Boundary Crossings: Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June 17, 2015
MEDIA APPEARANCES

Whitney & Company, WCAU-TV, September 1980; topic: Agoraphobia

AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, December 1980; topic: Agoraphobia

Radio Station WMGK-FM, January 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

Newsprobe Public Affairs Show, WTAF-TV; topic: Agoraphobia

Northeast Times Newspaper, April 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

Whitney & Company, WCAU-TV, June 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

Perspective, WPVI-TV, August 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

Jewish Times of the Northeast Newspaper, August 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

Ten Around Town, WCAU-TV, October 10, 1981; topic: Agoraphobia

AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, December 1981; topic General

Radio Station WMMR-FM, January 1982; topic: Agoraphobia

Whitney & Company, WCAU-TV, April 1982; topic: Phobias

Perspective, WPVI-TV, August 1982; topic: Phobias

Wally Kennedy Show, WCAU-AM Radio, September 1982; topic: Agoraphobia

Jane Whitney Show, WCAU-TV January 1982; topic: Multiple Personalities


Maxine Schnall Show (Jane Whitney, Host), WCAU-AM Radio, July 1983; topic: Agoraphobia

Michele Iaia Show, WIP-AM Radio, July 1983; topic: Phobias

Michele Iaia Show, WIP-AM Radio, September 1983; topic: Phobias
Michele Iaia Show, WIP-AM Radio, January 1984; topic: Impulsive Actions
Northeast Times Newspaper, February 29, 1984; topic: Multiple Personality
Jack Ellery Show, WIP-AM Radio, April 6, 1984; topic: Interracial Relationships
Perspective Youth Show, WPVI-TV, May 5, 1984; topic: Multiple Personality
Perspective Youth Show, WPVI-TV, May 12, 1984; topic: Multiple Personality
AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, September 5, 1984; topic: Child Abuse
AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, January 8, 1985; topic: Agoraphobia
AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, February 22, 1985; topic: Self Esteem

Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, August 13, 1985; topic: Multiple Personality
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, January 10, 1986; topic: Anxiety and Fear
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, March 6, 1986; topic: Problems of Chronic Lateness
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, May 23, 1986; topic: Worrying about Worrying
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, November 7, 1986; topic: Revenge

Edie Huggins Show, WCAU-TV 10, November 30, 1986; topic: Eating Disorders
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, April 1, 1987; topic: Professionals Who Sexually Abuse Their Patients
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, June 29, 1987; topic: Throw Away Wives
AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, September 10, 1987; topic: Can Marriage Survive Infidelity?

All About Kids, WDVT-AM Radio, September 26, 1987; topic: Discipline
Carol Saline Show, WDVT-AM Radio, October 20, 1987; topic: Only Child Syndrome

AM Philadelphia, WPVI-TV, January 7, 1988; topic: Agoraphobia
Comcast appearance with Dr. Martha Fried-Cassorla, December 1990; topic: Agoraphobia.

Ten Show (10!), NBC 10, July 20, 2004; topic: Dealing with Poison Personalities

**Publications**

*Coping With Blue Shield Audits:* The Pennsylvania Psychologist, July 2002

*Ethics Column:* in every issue of the PSCP Times (The quarterly newsletter of the Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists), 1993-2009


*Responding to Hateful Comments in Psychology Practice:* The Pennsylvania Psychologist, October 2014
GERALD COOKE
CURRICULUM VITAE

PRESENT POSITIONS


CERTIFICATIONS

Licensed Psychologist, State of Pennsylvania Number PS-001778-L.

Certified as an Instructor by the Municipal Police Officers' Education and Training Commission, Number MPI 1759.

Diplomate, American Board of Forensic Psychology (ABFP), 1979; past Chairperson of the Board's Continuing Education Committee; 1979-81; Examiner for the Board, 1979-present; Regional Examination Chairperson, Northeastern U.S., 1982-83.

Diplomate, American Board of Professional Psychology (ABPP), 1985, when ABFP became subsumed under ABPP.


EDUCATION


9/63 - 6/66 University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, M.A., Ph.D., Clinical Psychology.

8/66 - 8/67 Post-Doctoral Internship, Norristown State Hospital, Norristown, PA.
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Fellow, American Academy of Forensic Psychology.

Fellow, American College of Forensic Examiners.

Past Member, American Psychological Association (resigned my life membership 7/15/15 due to ethical and moral breaches committed by the organization).

Charter Member, Division of Psychology and Law, American Psychological Association.

Past Member, American Psychological Association Committee on Legal Issues.

Past Member, Division 37, Society for Child and Family Policy and Practice, American Psychological Association.

Past Member, Division of Clinical Neuropsychology, American Psychological Association.

Past Member, Subcommittee on the impact on the legal System on Women, Montgomery County Commission on Women.

GRANTS AND AWARDS


NIMH Small Grant MH22267-01, Analysis of the Non-Professional Therapist Program, 6/16/72 - 5/31/73.

NIMH Small Grant MH12195-02, Principal Investigator on a $9,000, three-year (1972-1975) grant to evaluate the Paraprofessional Training Program at the Salvation Army Harbor Light Alcohol Treatment Program, Detroit, MI. Three year continuing grant, 1975-1978.


Consultant, $57,000 NIMH Crime and Delinquency grant for training CMHC personnel in Forensic Psychiatry/Psychology, 1980-1982.

Meritorious Service Award, American Board of Professional Psychology, 1993.
PREVIOUS CLINICAL POSITIONS

1968 - 1971 Research Consultant, Hermann Kiefer Hospital and Sinai Hospital, Detroit, MI.
1972 - 1973 Group Leader of encounter groups on White supervisors and Black "new hires" for Detroit Edison and Michigan Bell Telephone.
1968 - 1974 Private Practice, Detroit MI.
1974 - 1975 Psychological Consultant, State Correctional Institution at Graterford.
1975 - 1977 Clinical Evaluator of Juveniles for the Youth Services Bureau Project at the State Correctional Institution at Camp Hill.
1971 - 1978 Consultant, Detroit Salvation Army Alcohol Treatment Program.
1973 - 1978 Chief Forensic Psychologist, Norristown State Hospital, Norristown, PA.
1974 - 1979 Member of Norristown State Hospital Suicide Committee.
1979 Consultant to the National Center for Action on Institutions and Alternatives, Rikers Island, NY, Prison Complex, Investigation of Frequency, Causes and Prevention of Inmate Suicides
1979 - 1980 Consultant, Mental Health Advocates of PA.
1978 - 1981 Consultant, Norristown State Hospital Juvenile Forensic Unit.
1982 - 1989 Consultant, Insight Centers - Professional Rehabilitation Services, Psychological-Vocational Evaluation.
1984 - 1988 Consultant, Placement Services, Inc. - Professional Rehabilitation Services, Psychological-Vocational Evaluation.
1989 Off Campus Clinical Practicum Supervisor, Department of Psychology, Temple University.
1993 - 1997 Consultant, Philadelphia City Solicitors Office/Police Department: Revision of Psychological Screening Process to eliminate adverse impact on minority group members.
1979 - 1999 Consultant, Norristown State Hospital Psychology Department - Forensic and Neuropsychological Evaluation.
PREVIOUS TEACHING POSITIONS

1967 - 1973  Assistant Professor of Psychology, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI.

1976  Instructional Consultant, Bucks County Department of Mental Health, Crisis Intervention Training Program for Police.

1978 - 1994  Faculty, Continuing Education Program in Psychiatry. The Department of Psychiatry of the School of Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania.

1975 - 1985  Instructional Consultant, Temple University Center for the Administration of Justice. Selection and Training Programs for police departments; course in crisis intervention.


2007 - 2009  Adjunct Clinical Associate Professor of Psychology in the Institute for Graduate Clinical Psychology of Widener University, Chester, PA.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
(Continuing education records prior to 1993 are no longer available)

1993  Treating Troubled Adolescents.

1994  The Healing Brain.


1997  Left Brain - Right Brain; The Myth of Repressed Memory; Tarasoff and Beyond; Trauma and Recovery.

1998  Ethical Issues; Trauma Survival: Overcoming the Psychological Scarring; Current Risk Management and Ethical Issues in Psychology.

1999  Testifying in Court; Ethics, Law and Psychology; Cybersex: The High Tech Sex Addiction.

2001  Custody Evaluation; Risk Management.
2002  Jeopardy in the Courtroom: A Scientific Analysis of Children’s Testimony; Practical Uses of the MMPI-2; Preparing for HIPAA.

2003  Parenting That Works

2004  Comprehensive Child Custody Evaluations

2005  The Practical Art of Suicide Assessment; Ethics and Risk Management in Forensic Settings

2006  Ethical Risks when Assessing Risk of Harm to Others

2007  Coping with Cross Examinations; The Challenge of Co-Parenting: Helping Split Couples to Raise Healthy Kids


2010  Screening, Assessment & Treatment of Dementia

2011  Case Studies in Ethics, Diagnosis and Treatment; Navigating Through Pennsylvania Custody and Support Laws in our Evolving Society

2012  Child Abuse from Legal and Psychological Perspectives: Office of Children and Youth; Effective and Ethical Testimony: American Academy of Forensic Psychology

2013  Psychopharmacology for Clinicians

2014  Ethical Principles for Pennsylvania Mental Health Professionals Child Abuse

2015  Roles of Psychologists in Judicial Settings Virtual Ethics Yoga as Medicine When Video Gaming Becomes Compulsion
ARTICLES


BOOK CHAPTERS
BOOKS

BOOK REVIEWS

EDITORIAL CONSULTATION

Consulting Reader, Psychological Reports, 1975.


CONVENTION PRESENTATIONS, GUEST LECTURES, AND CONSULTS


Cooke, G. Evaluation of Competency to Stand Trial, St. Elizabeth's Hospital Federal Forensic Unit, Washington, DC, 1974.
Cooke, G. Forensic Evaluations, Temple University Medical School, 1977.
Cooke, G. The Prediction of Dangerous Behavior, Presented at the Pennsylvania Psychological Association Convention, June, 1978, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. (Also participated as expert witness in a mock trial.)
Cooke, G. Forensic Criminal Evaluations and Testimony, Allentown State Hospital, 1978.
Cooke, G. and Lewinn, L.  Presentation of Psychological Evidence in Criminal Court Cases,  
Presented at the Fall Conference of the Pennsylvania Psychological Association, 1979.
Cooke, G.  Psychological Evaluation in Personal Injury Cases, Philadelphia Association of 
Cooke, G.  Presentation on Mental Illness, Philadelphia Bar Association Training Seminar on 
Mugrauer, W. and Cooke, G.  Crisis Intervention Training for Police Officers, at the Conference on 
Cooke, G., Mullen, J., and Olsson, J.  Utilization of Psychiatric and Psychological Assessments by 
Criminal Court Judges: Description of the Project, Methodology, and Preliminary Results, 
Cooke, G.  Forensic Criminal Evaluations and Testimony, Allentown State Hospital, 1981.
Cooke, G.  Forensic Evaluation, Veterans Administration Hospital Out-Patient Clinic, Philadelphia, 
1981.
Cooke, G.  Forensic Evaluation, Clarke Summit State Hospital, 1981.
Cooke, G.  Forensic Evaluation and Treatment, Privilege, Abington Hospital, 1981.
Cooke, G.  Psychological Evaluation in Custody Cases, Pennsylvania Bar Association Program on 
Shared Custody, 1982, Philadelphia, PA.
Cooke, G.  Wernersville State Hospital, Forensic Evaluations, 1983.
Cooke, G.  Forensic Criminal Evaluation and Testimony, Harrisburg State Hospital, 1982.
Cooke, G.  Coatesville VA Hospital, Forensic Psychology, 1983.
Cooke, G.  Forensic Evaluation, Pennsylvania Association on Probation, Parole and Corrections 
Annual Meeting, 1983.
Cooke, G.  Community Services Institute, Treatment of Mentally Ill Offenders, 1983.
Cooke, G.  New Jersey Trial Lawyers Association, Psychological Evaluation of Psychic Injuries, 
1985.
Cooke, G.  Psychological Screening of Applicants, Montgomery County Police Chiefs' Association, 
1985.
Cooke, G.  Evaluation of Allegations of Child Sexual Abuse in Child Custody Cases, American 
Cooke, G.  Mental Health Professionals and the Criminal Justice System, Norristown State 
Hospital, 1986.
Cooke, G. Wernersville State Hospital, Assessment and Prevention of Suicides Among Mental Hospital Patients, 1986.
Cooke, G. and Nicholas, W.T. Can Forensic Mental Health Professionals Be Friends of the Court? Lenape Valley Foundation Conference, 1987, Valley Forge, PA.
Cooke, G. Forensic Criminal Evaluations and Testimony, Allentown State Hospital, 1987.
Cooke, G. Coatesville VA Hospital, Forensic Assessment and Issues with Aggressive Patients, 1987.
Cooke, G. Criminal Evaluations for the Court, Haverford State Hospital, 1988.
Cooke, G. Family Law Section, Psychologists Forum, Panel Member, Chester County Bar Association, 1991, West Chester, PA.
Cooke, G. Psychological Issues for Clients in Custody Cases, Member of a panel presentation to the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Summer Program, 1992, Hershey, PA.
Cooke, G. Recognition and Prevention of Suicide in County jails, Chester County Prosecutor's Office Training Seminar for County Police Departments, 1992.
Cooke, G. Family Law Section Psychologists Forum, Panel member, Chester County Bar Association, 1992, West Chester, PA.
Cooke, G. St. Joseph's University, Graduate Department of Criminal Justice, Psychological and Neuropsychological Evaluation in Forensic Cases, 1993.
Sadoff, R., Cooke, G., and Poplar, C. The use of Forensic Experts at Trial (including child sex abuse cases), Association of Trial Lawyers of America, NJ - Boardwalk Seminar, 1994, Atlantic City, NJ.
Cooke, G. Custody Recommendations When There Has Been Domestic Violence Between The Parents, House Republican Policy Committee's Children and Family Task Force Subcommittee on Protecting Children from Sex Offenders and Family Violence, 1994, Plymouth Meeting, PA.
Cooke, G. Proving or Disputing the Head Injury Claim, Atlantic County Bar Association Litigation Skills Seminar, 1996.
Cooke, G. Coatesville VA Hospital, Forensic Issues in the Treatment of Personality Disorders, 1996.
Cooke, G. Guest Lecturer at Rosemont College: Evaluations of Persons Charged with Crimes - 1998.
Cooke, G. Ethics, Law and Psychology, Coatesville Veterans Administration Hospital, 1999.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania Department of Psychiatry: Mental Retardation and the Death Penalty: The Atkins Case - 2004.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Widener University Graduate School of Psychology: Forensic Psychology, 2006.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Rosemont College: Forensic Psychology, 2008.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Widener University Graduate School of Psychology: Forensic Psychology Practice, 2008.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Widener University Institute for Graduate Clinical Psychology: Child Custody Evaluation, 2009.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Widener University Graduate School of Professional Psychology: Forensic Psychology, 2011.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at Rosemont College, Course on Forensic Sociology: Forensic Psychology, 2011.
Cooke, G.  Guest Lecturer at University of Pennsylvania Medical School, Postdoctoral Seminar on Forensic Psychiatry/Psychology: The Use of Psychological Tests in the Forensic Assessment of Malingering, 2011.
Cooke, G.  Presentation at Drexel University School of Law: Experts Varied Roles and Codes of Ethics (Child Custody Evaluations), 2014.
COURT TESTIMONY
Testimony in Federal Court in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. Testimony in State and County Courts in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, New York, Michigan, North Carolina, Texas, and California. Since 1997 when we began keeping formal records of testimony, I have testified the following number of times: Child Custody – 137; Criminal – 198; Civil/Personal Injury – 94; Total – 429.

(Revised 12/2015)
MARGARET COOKE
CURRICULUM VITAE

PRESENT POSITIONS

1981-PRESENT Gerald Cooke, Ph.D. & Margaret Cooke, Ph.D., P.C., Plymouth Meeting, PA. Forensic Psychology, including: psychodiagnostic evaluation, (family, custody, sex abuse, adult and juvenile criminal, personal injury, malpractice, police selection, miscellaneous forensic issues), consultation with attorneys and agencies; forensic psychological research. Court testimony: experience in family; criminal; personal injury; juvenile. Testified in Philadelphia, Chester, Montgomery, Bucks, Delaware, Lehigh, and Berks counties in Pennsylvania; Mercer, Gloucester, Burlington and Salem counties in New Jersey; Federal Court in Philadelphia; Securities and Exchange Commission arbitration panel in New York City.

LICENSURE AND DIPLOMAS

Licensed Psychologist, State of Pennsylvania: PS-004900-L.

Diplomate of the American Board of Psychological Specialties, Psychological Assessment, evaluation and testing.

Diplomate of the American Board of Psychological Specialties, Child Custody evaluation.

Diplomate of the American College of Forensic Psychology.

Certified by the Institute of Rational-Emotive Therapy, New York State Board of Regents.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP

Past member American Psychological Association (resigned my life membership 7/14/15 due to ethical and moral breaches committed by the organization)

American Psychology - Law Society – past member (APA subgroup)
EDUCATION

1986  Department of Psychology, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, Ph.D.

1981  Department of Psychology, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, M.A.

1966  Department of Psychology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, B.A.


INTERNSHIP


CONTINUING EDUCATION  (Partial listing)

Advanced MMPI/MMPI-2 Interpretation
Practical Uses of the MMPI
Third Party Information in Forensic Assessment
Custody Evaluation and Risk Management
Trauma Survival
Ethics and Risk Management in Forensic Psychology
Parenting After Marriage Ends
Comprehensive Child Custody Evaluation
Testifying in Court
Sexual Abuse of Children and Adults
Scientific Analysis of Children’s Testimony
Forensic Applications of the MMPI-2
Assessment and Interview of Child Examinees
The Challenge of Co-Parenting
Child Abuse from Legal and Psychological Perspectives: Office of Children and Youth
Effective and Ethical Testimony: American Academy of Forensic Psychology
Various Roles a Psychologist May Play in a Judicial Setting

PREVIOUS POSITIONS

1982-1986  Department of Psychology, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA; Instructor (Social Psychology, Personality, Research Methods).
1977-1979 American Bar Association Mental Health Advocacy Project, Norristown, PA; Community Assessment Coordinator - Montgomery, Bucks, Delaware, Chester, Berks and Schuylkill Counties.

1976-1978 A.C.L.U. of PA, Coordinator - Capital Punishment Project; Consultation with attorneys on capital cases, legislative and public education/information campaigns. (Volunteer position)


1967-1973 Department of Psychology, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan; Research Assistant for NIMH grant on psychotherapy.

1966-1967 Norristown State Hospital, Norristown, PA; Research Technician, directed development of system for patient records and treatment plans.

ACADEMIC AFFILIATIONS


COMMUNITY CONSULTATION/EDUCATION SERVICE


Family Law Litigation Section of the Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers Association - Child Custody and Custody Evaluations, 1993.

Consultation with Philadelphia Bar Association VIP (pro bono) program, 1993.

Member, Sub-committee on Women in the Legal System, Montgomery County Commission on Women and Families, 1992.
Panel Member, Delaware County Bar Association Family Law Section Psychologists Forum, 1991.

Panel Member, Chester County Bar Association Family Law Section Psychologists Forum, 1991.


PRESENTATIONS


GRANTS AND AWARDS

James Page Award, research in psychotherapy, Temple University, 1984.

National Institute for Mental Health Biomedical Research Grant, research in psychotherapy, 1982.

PUBLICATIONS


**MEDIA APPEARANCES**

KYW-TV. Support services for ex-mental patients as related to least restrictive environment criteria.


(Revised 11/2015)
AUBREY DAAM-MA, LPC
Counseling Center at Heritage, LLC  215-997-7772  adaam@counselingatheritage.com

Summary

A desire to assist individuals and families in their specific goals and journey of change, focusing on building a strong and healthy therapeutic relationship and creating an individualistic, therapeutic approach for each individual and family.

Work History

Mar 2016 - Present  Therapist
Counseling Center at Heritage (Montgomeryville, PA)
Provided therapy for children, adolescents, adults, families, and couples. Utilized play therapy, expressive arts, traditional talk therapy, and activity therapy. Facilitated groups. Focus in trauma recovery, healing from sexual, physical, and emotional abuse.

Jan 2011 - Feb 2016  Fee-for-Service Therapist, Outpatient
Northwestern Human Services (Lansdale, PA)
Completed initial intake assessments for new consumers. Created (and updated) treatment plans and provided individual, family and group therapy. Responsible for progress notes and updating consumer records as needed. Collaborated with other members of consumer’s treatment team. Experience with adults, families, children and teens, specialized in trauma recovery, education and management of depression, anxiety and chronic mental illness. Utilized relaxation techniques, CBT skills and resources, bibliotherapy and creative arts, Motivational interviewing skills, IMR curriculum, and other appropriate tools.

Mar 2008 - Dec 2010  Intensive Outpatient Program Manager
Northwestern Human Services (Lansdale, PA)
Created a financially-viable program that had been on the verge of closing. Responsible for overseeing clinicians and interns, scheduling groups, facilitating monthly team meetings, discharge planning and triage for emergency situations. Assisted in the transition from paper to electronic records. Ensured adherence to state standards in regards to facility and documentation. Provided intake assessments for initial entrance into the program. Led groups on a weekly basis including an Illness, Management and Recovery group and created and implemented new groups and programs including drug and alcohol groups and creative arts therapy groups.

Jun 2007 - Mar 2008  Behavioral Specialist Consultant/Mobile Therapist
Foundations Behavioral Health (Doylestown, PA)
As a Behavioral Specialist, observed child at home and in school or other social setting to complete Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA). Collaborated with families to create child’s treatment plan based on doctor’s diagnoses. Met weekly with child’s family to evaluate progress. As a Mobile Therapist, met with child and/or family to implement treatment plan, providing therapeutic interventions.

Jun 2006 - May 2007  Internship-Outpatient Therapist
Bowen Center (Warsaw, IN)
Completed initial intake assessment with clients, created and updated treatment plans, completed progress notes for each session, co-facilitated in a children’s behavioral group. Also met weekly with a supervisor to discuss caseload.

Oct 2004 - May 2007  Mental Health Technician and Social Worker
Bowen Center, Inpatient Unit (Warsaw, IN)

http://www.visu cv.com/aubrey-daam-resume
Provided intake assessments for patients and discussed behavioral changes. Led group therapy sessions, charted progress of clients, created treatment plans, and assisted in discharge planning.

Education

2004 - 2007
M.A., Mental Health Counseling
*Grace College*
Winona Lake, IN

2000 - 2004
B.A., Psychology
*Cedarville University*
Cedarville, OH

Trainings

*Gender and Trauma: How Men & Women Differ in Their Experiences* (2015)
University College of Medicine

*Trauma Focused-Cognitive Behavioral Therapy* (2014)
Carrie Epstein, LCSW-R, Assistant Professor, Director of Clinical Services and Training at Yale

Medical University of South Carolina

*Trauma-Sensitive Yoga Workshop* (2014)
Anahata Yoga and Wellness Center, Harleysville PA

*Understanding and Treating Hoarding* (2013)
Andrea Kelley, MSW, Project Director for the Hoarding Research Project at Boston University School of Social Work

Drexel University College of Medicine

*Cognitive Therapy for the Treatment of Psychosis/Schizophrenia* (2010)
Neal Stolar, M.D.-Ph.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Psychiatry at University of Pennsylvania

*Core Competencies for Integrated Practice with Co-Occurring Mental Health & Substance Use Disorder* (2008-2009)
Drexel University College of Medicine

https://www.visualcv.com/Aubrey-Duane-resume
TALLA EISENSTEIN, Psy.D.
125 Coulter Avenue
Ardmore, PA  19003
610-642-4873 X50

EDUCATION

Hahnemann University, Philadelphia, PA

1976 – 1978  M.S. in Clinical Psychology
Hahnemann University, Philadelphia, PA

1972 – 1975  M.S. in International Studies
The American University, Washington, D.C.

1969 – 1972  B.A. in Political Science and Communication
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

1992 – Present  Director, Our Children First

Created, designed and implemented a four-hour seminar for
diverging parents. This seminar is currently mandated for all
diverging parents with minor children in Montgomery County
and is the model for programs in Harrisburg, PA and
Wilmington, DE

1982 – Present  Psychologist, Private Practice

Individual, child and adult psychotherapy, marital, family and
sex therapy, custody coordination and divorce mediation;
supervision of psychology graduate students.

1984 – 1987  Associate Director – Van Hammet Psychiatric Clinic
Hahnemann University. Philadelphia, PA

Supervision of psychology graduate students and psychiatric
residents; designed and implemented the utilization review
process; outreach activities with Hahnemann University and
Hospital staff; administration of outpatient psychiatric clinic,
directed public relations with community organizations.
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE

1984 – 1990  Clinical Associate Professor, Hahnemann University
            Taught clinical psychology graduate students; dissertation
            committee advisor; comprehensive examination committee
            member.

1983        Instructor, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware.
            Taught techniques of psychotherapy to clinical psychology
            graduate students.

1978 – 1979  Teaching Assistant, Hahnemann University
            Taught human development to clinical psychology graduate
            students and to medical students.

PUBLICATIONS

I. Ficher & T. Eisenstein. Treatment and management of psychosexual
    disorders; Current approaches. In M. Ficher, R. Fishkin & J. Jacobs (Eds.),
    Sexual Arousal, 1984, 142-159.

L. Podietz et.al.  Engagement in families of Holocaust survivors.
    Journal of Marital and Family Therapy, 1984, 10 (1), 43-51.

I. Ficher & T. Eisenstein.  Obscure causes of sexual dysfunction.

MEMBERSHIPS

Pennsylvania Psychological Association
National Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology
Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists
Southern PA Assoc. of Custody Evaluators

LICENSEURE

Licensed in Pennsylvania
HARRIS FINKELSTEIN, PH.D.
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19806
Telephone: (302) 594-9000

950 Haverford Road, Suite 300
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
Telephone: (610) 937-9619

EDUCATION:

1982  Ph.D., Temple University, School Psychology (APA - approved program)
1978  M.Ed., Temple University, School Psychology
1977  B.A., Queens College, C.U.N.Y. (magna cum laude, honors in psychology)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

2007-present  PRIVATE PRACTICE
                Bryn Mawr, PA
                Specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of children, adolescents, young adults and their families regarding a wide range of issues. Services include individual and family therapy, psychological evaluations of emotional disorders, custody evaluations and evaluations of learning and attention disorders. Special emphasis on the assessment and treatment of school-related issues. Frequent consultations provided to public and private schools. Provides evaluation and treatment to families in transition by request of attorneys and the Family Court. Testifies in Family Court. Presents in-service training programs to school personnel and educational programs to parent groups.

2000-present  DIRECTOR AND PRINCIPAL
                Concord Behavioral Health, Inc., Wilmington, DE
                Administers and provides services to a multi-disciplinary outpatient private practice. Specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of children, adolescents, young adults and their families regarding a wide range of issues. Services include individual and family therapy, psychological evaluations of emotional disorders, custody evaluations and evaluations of learning and attention disorders. Special emphasis on the assessment and treatment of school-related issues. Frequent consultations provided to public and private schools. Provides evaluation and treatment to families in transition by request of attorneys and the Family Court. Testifies in Family Court. Presents in-service training programs to school personnel and educational programs to parent groups.

2011-present  SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
                Westtown School, West Chester, PA
                Coordinates and supervises psycho-educational evaluations of Middle School and Upper School students. Supervises doctoral students. Consults with parents, teachers, Admissions Department and College Counseling regarding learning issues. Provides training to teachers.

1990-present  ADJUNCT CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
                Widener University, Chester, PA
                Supervises advanced doctoral students during their practica and internships.
2002- 2011  CONSULTANT
Tatnall School, Wilmington, DE
Provide consultation to faculty regarding learning issues of students in grades 1-4. Psycho-educational evaluation of students with learning issues. Consultation with parents regarding learning and developmental issues. In-service training to teachers.

1996 - 1999  DIRECTOR OF CHILD AND ADOLESCENT ASSESSMENT
Center for Cognitive and Behavioral Therapy, LLC., Wilmington, DE
Maintained an active practice within a multi-disciplinary outpatient private practice. Provided consultation to colleagues regarding assessment issues of children and adolescents. Specialized in the diagnosis and treatment of children, adolescents, young adults and their families. Services included individual and family therapy, psychological evaluations of emotional disorders, custody evaluations and evaluations of learning and attention disorders.

1990 - 1996  PRIVATE PRACTICE
Wilmington, DE
Specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of children, adolescents and young adults. Services include individual and family therapy, psychological evaluations of emotional disorders, custody evaluations and evaluations of learning and attention disorders.

1992 - 1996  DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL SERVICES
Rockford Center, Newark, DE
Responsible for all clinical services provided to the inpatient programs. Administered the delivery of clinical services (psychology, social services, creative arts therapies, education) to the adolescent and adult inpatient units. Provided consultation to the units and developed clinical standards for each unit. Liaison with medical staff. Chaired continuous quality improvement teams and hospital-wide committees. Developed relationships with referral sources in the schools and professional community.

1989 - 1996  DIRECTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
Rockford Center, Newark, DE
Established and directed a psychology department which provided psychological evaluations, group therapy and consultations; supervised psychologists, psychological assistants and interns.

1993  INTERIM ADMINISTRATOR
(August)  Rockford Center, Newark, DE
Responsible for all clinical and business operations of a private psychiatric hospital, in the absence of a permanent administrator.

1989 - 1992  ADOLESCENT PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Rockford Center, Newark, DE
Directed a 44-bed adolescent inpatient psychiatric unit. Supervised and coordinated an interdisciplinary staff of social workers, psychologists, teachers, creative arts therapists and nurses; developed and implemented a treatment program with a group and family therapy focus; established substance abuse and sexual abuse treatment tracks; liaison with medical staff; developed relationships with referral sources in the schools and professional community; increased census by one third in first year.

1987 - 1989  PSYCHOLOGIST
Associates in Adolescent Psychiatry, New Castle, DE
Clinically managed an inpatient adolescent unit at the Meadow Wood Hospital; trained hospital staff; implemented new treatment programs; provided individual, group and family therapy, outpatient therapy and psychological evaluations; presented seminars to community groups.
1980 - SUPERVISING PSYCHOLOGIST
1987 Devereux Foundation, Devon, PA
Individual and group psychotherapy with severely emotionally disturbed adolescents in a residential setting; psychodiagnostic evaluations; clinical supervision of predoctoral interns and unlicensed psychologists; consultation with staff; co-chair, In-service Program Planning Committee; member, Patient Care Monitoring Committee; member, Professional Staff Development Committee; member, Professional Library Advisory Committee.

1984 - PRIVATE PRACTICE
1987 Bala Cynwyd and Chadds Ford, PA (part-time)
Specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of children and adolescents.

1984 - PSYCHOLOGIST
1985 Central Montgomery Mental Health/Medical Retardation Center, Norristown, PA (part-time)
Individual psychotherapy with children, adolescents and young adults.

1979 - PRE-DOCTORAL INTERN IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
1980 Devereux Foundation, Devon, PA (APA-approved)
Individual and group psychotherapy with severely emotionally disturbed adolescents; psychodiagnostic evaluations; consultation.

LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION:
Licensure, Psychologist: PA (#PS-004021-L)
DE (#B10000196)
National Certification in School Psychology
Registrant #43076, National Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:
American Psychological Association
Delaware Psychological Association (Member of Executive Council, 1990-1997)
International Dyslexia Association
Pennsylvania Psychological Association
Society for Personality Assessment
Member, Committee on Child Mental Health (Adolescent Task Force), American Academy of Pediatrics, Delaware Chapter, 1994

PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND SELECTED PRESENTATIONS:


REFERENCES: Available upon request.
Carol A. Gantman, Ph.D.

1 Bala Avenue, Suite 125
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
610-667-7280, x107
fax 610-667-7141

cgantmanphd@gmail.com

CURRENT CLINICAL POSITIONS:

1981-Present: Private Practice, Bala Cynwyd, PA

Comprehensive evaluative and therapeutic services to legal and medical communities. Specialties include work with adolescents, couples and families, families in transition due to separation and/or divorce, and individuals and families dealing with trauma and eating disorders.

January 1985-Present: Clinical Assistant Professor, Widener University, Chester, PA.

September 2007-Present: Adjunct Professor in Psychology, Philadelphia University.

September 2005-2013: Volunteer Faculty, University of Pennsylvania, School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry.

Board Member—Philadelphia Society for Clinical Psychologists 2010 to present, Human Services Center Chair 2009-present, HIAS PA 2010-present, Darfur Alert Coalition-2005-2010.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS:

Licensed in Pennsylvania for Psychology (#PS002422-L)

Founder, Certified Group Psychotherapist
Certified EMDR Therapist, Levels I and II

Certified IMAGO Couples Therapist

Expert Witness, Family Law/Civil Court of Montgomery, Bucks, Delaware and Philadelphia Counties

Expert Witness for Immigration Court, DHS, Philadelphia

Parent Coordination Training, November 2009

Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction Training, Jefferson Integrative Medicine Department, February 2010.

Board Member—Philadelphia Society for Clinical Psychologists 2010 to present, Human Services Center 2009-present, Hebrew Immigration Aid Society PA 2010-present, Darfur Alert Coalition-2005-2010.

EDUCATION:

9-66 to 5-70 B.A., B.S., University of Pennsylvania. Graduated *cum laude*


PUBLICATIONS:


Coleman, R.E. & Gantman, C.A., Cognitive-behavioral Treatment for

PAPERS PRESENTED AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS:

Co-chairperson, 5th Annual Friends Hospital Clinical Conference, "Adult Life Development," October 1977


Panel Member, "The Therapeutic Use of Touch," Annual Nursing Seminar, Friends Hospital, May, 1978


"A Look At Families that Work," Invited Address, 7th Annual Clinical Conference, Friends Hospital, October, 1979

Leadership Skills and Group Dynamics, Workshop presented at Leadership Development Committee with Dr. J. Coche, April, 1980

Comprehensive Agoraphobia Treatment, Workshop presented at Annual Convention of American Psychological Association, Montreal, Canada, 1980 with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Co-chairperson, 8th Annual Clinical Conference, Friends Hospital, "Women, Psychology and Psychopathology," October 1980

Comprehensive Agoraphobia Treatment: The Use of Group Psychotherapy, Workshop presented at Annual Institute of Delaware Valley Group Psychotherapy Society with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Invitation to present at First International Interdisciplinary Congress on Women, Haifa, Israel, December 1981

Group Therapy for Simple, Social Phobias and Agoraphobia, Workshop presented at American Group Psychotherapy Association, Dallas, February 1984 with Dr. R.E.
Coleman

Understanding Leadership Styles, Workshop presented at International Group Psychotherapy Association, Mexico City, April 1984 with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Group Therapy with Phobias and Agoraphobics, Workshop presented at American Group Psychotherapy Association, New York City, February 1985 with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Group Psychotherapy for Phobics and Agoraphobics, Invited Address, Group Psychotherapy Conference, Friends Hospital, Philadelphia, PA, November, 1985 with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Cognitive-Behavioral Group Therapy, Invited Address, Friends Hospital, Group Psychotherapy Series, January, 1986 with Dr. R.E. Coleman.

Everything you always wanted to know about Sex..., Invited Address, Annual Adolescent Conference, Friends Hospital, April 1986

Integrating Cognitive Techniques in Group Psychotherapy, Workshop presented at American Group Psychotherapy Association, New Orleans, LA, February 1987 with Dr. R.E. Coleman

Demonstration of Comparative Cross-Examination of a Custody Expert, Invited presentation to Family Law Section, Pennsylvania Bar Association, January, 1989

AFCC Therapist-Parenting Coordinator Teams: Essential Collaboration in High Conflict Cases 2012

More recent presentations available on request.
Andrea Katin, MSW, JD, LCSW
1407 Bethlehem Pike, Flourtown, PA 19031, (215) 836-1954

Summary
Licensed clinical social worker, psychoanalytically trained psychotherapist and attorney with a practice of Psychotherapy and Child Custody Evaluations

Office Locations
1407 Bethlehem Pike, Flourtown, PA 19031
1029 Providence Road, Media, PA 19063

Education
2014-2016 Advanced Training
International Psychotherapy Institute, Rockville, MD
Certificate in Object Relations Theory and Practice

1998 Post Graduate Training
Institute for Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy, Bryn Mawr, PA
Certificate in Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

1986 Graduate
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA,
Masters of Social Work

1980 Law
Loyola University School of Law, Chicago, IL,
Juris Doctor

1977 Undergraduate
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
Bachelor of Arts, English Major

Honors
- Loyola University School of Law Service and Leadership Award, 1980
- University of Pennsylvania Rosa Wessel Award, 1986 for Outstanding Academic Achievement
- University of Pennsylvania School of Social Work Commencement Speaker, 1986
LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS

- **Licensed Social Worker**, 1987-2001
  Pennsylvania State Board of Social Work Examiners

- **Licensed Clinical Social Worker**, 2001-present
  Pennsylvania State Board of Social Work Examiners

CLINICAL EMPLOYMENT

1988- Andrea L. Katin & Associates
Practice of adult psychoanalytic psychotherapy, child custody evaluations and home studies

1988- Five Star Family Studies
Partnership providing custody evaluations and home studies for Delaware County Children and Youth Services

2000- Pennsylvania State Board of Social Work Examiners
2005 Forensic Social Work Expert

2000- Montgomery County Court Annex Custody Mediation Program
2004 Custody Mediator

1989- University City Counseling Center
1992 Psychoterapist for adults, families and children

1988- Philadelphia Medical Foster Care Consortium
1989 Project Director for regional consortium of special needs foster care agencies

1986- Family and Community Services of Delaware County
1988 Child Custody Evaluator and Mediator
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

- **Fellow**, Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work
- **Member**, Philadelphia Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology
- **Member**, International Psychotherapy Institute
- **Member**, National Association of Forensic Social Workers, 2010-2015
- **Board of Directors**, Philadelphia Center for Psychoanalytic Education, 2000-2006
- **Board of Directors**, Philadelphia Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology, 2000-2003

SEMINARS AND TRAININGS CONDUCTED FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Introduction to Psychoanalytic Object Relations Therapy Course
2010-2014

Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work Sponsored Seminars:
“Using Clinical Object Relations Techniques in Psychotherapy;”
“Clinical Tools and Seminal Concepts in Object Relations Theory,”
2010-2013

Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work Book Group: “‘Room’ in light of D.
W. Winnicott’s Theories about the Psychologically Formative Effects of Early
Mother and Child Interaction,” October, 2011

Professional and community speaking engagements throughout the region on
topics including: Psychoanalytic Couples Therapy, Couples Communication, Co-
Parenting, Custody Mediation, Psychological Dynamics of Custody Disputes,
Power Struggles among Parents and Children, Psychological Transition to
Motherhood
BAR ADMISSIONS

Illinois State Bar, 1980

Pennsylvania State Bar, 1987

LEGAL EXPERIENCE

Environmental Litigation Assistant, Alan Kanner and Associates, Philadelphia, PA 1985-86

Haitian Refugee Project Volunteer, Chicago Bar Association, Chicago, IL 1983-84

Family Law Volunteer, Chicago Volunteer Legal Services, Chicago, IL 1982-84

Class Action Settlement Manager, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Chicago, IL 1982-84

Associate Litigation Attorney, Holland Capper, Ltd., Chicago, IL 1980-82

Law Clerk, Illinois Attorney General Welfare Litigation Division, Chicago, IL 1979-80


Research Intern, Chicago Crime Commission, Chicago, IL 1978-79

General Practice Law Clerk, Schaeffer and Helfand P.C., Chicago, IL 1978

MEDIATION TRAINING

John Haynes Divorce Mediation Institute, New York City, 1988

Community Dispute Settlement, Family Mediation Training, Academy of Family Mediators Approved Course, Media, PA 1999
ANNA DeVRIES LAWLER, PH.D.
PA License # PS015626
NJ License# 35S100467300

EDUCATION

Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (APA- Accredited)
Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology (December 17, 2002)

MCP Hahnemann University, Philadelphia, PA (APA - Accredited)
Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology (May 21, 1999)

Colgate University, Hamilton, NY
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and History (June 1995)
*Magna Cum Laude
Honors in History
Psi Chi (Psychology Honor Society) and Psi Alpha Theta (History Honor Society) member

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Private Practice, Hamilton, NJ
Clinical and Forensic Psychologist (September 2006 to present)
- Conduct psychological assessments (i.e., juvenile transfer, sentencing mitigation, competency, child custody) for use in the Pennsylvania and New Jersey judicial systems
- Provide expert testimony in related court proceedings in Pennsylvania and New Jersey

The Stress Center, Forked River, NJ
Evaluator (July 2009 to present)
- Conduct psychological assessments regarding employee eligibility for unescorted access to nuclear facilities
- Provide substance abuse evaluations and make treatment recommendations for persons who may be abusing substances

Allied Associates in Mental Health (AAMH), Glenside, PA
Clinical Director (August 2008 to January 2014)
- Provided clinical consultation, training, and supervision to employees of wrap-around services agency for children in Philadelphia County
- Reviewed progress notes, treatment plans, behavior plans to help ensure compliance with Community Behavioral Health (CBH) standards
- Conducted Comprehensive Bio-Psychosocial Evaluations and Re-Evaluations

Court Conciliation and Evaluation Service of Bucks County (CCES), Bucks County, PA
Evaluator (April 2008 to October 2009)
- Conducted child custody evaluations referred by the Bucks County Court of Common Pleas within a structured conciliation format designed to resolve custody disputes, provide recommendations to the court, and to reduce parental conflict in order to increase effective co-parenting abilities and serve the best interests of the child

Philadelphia Mental Health Care Corporation (PMHCC), Philadelphia, PA
Specialized Clinical and Criminal Justice Unit -Clinical Psychologist (November 2005 to January 2008)
Was responsible for the clinical and professional functions in facilitating the delivery of mental health services to persons diagnosed with mental illness in the Philadelphia Behavioral Health System

- Provided assessment (i.e., risk assessment, intellectual functioning, personality assessment), consultation, supervision of mental health providers, and expert testimony on behalf of the Philadelphia Department of Behavioral Health
- Provided supervision for Ph.D. and B.A. level mental health professionals
- Project Director for the Perinatal Depression Project, a project that conducted screening and skilled assessment for depression for pregnant and post-partum women in order to provide consultation for linkages to community-based intervention services for depression.

Ann Klein Forensic Center, Trenton, NJ
Clinical Staff Psychologist 1 (July 2002- November 2005)
- Provided assessment (i.e., intellectual, competency related, malingering, risk, psycho-sexual, etc.), and individual treatment to patients on the Admissions Unit/ITU and Step-Down Unit for mentally ill persons who required in-patient hospitalization at the NJ state forensic hospital
- Developed and implemented behavior plans and conducted related staff training
- Provided expert testimony in court proceedings
- Provided supervision for psychology practicum student

Ann Klein Forensic Center, Trenton, NJ
Clinical Staff Psychologist 3 (January 2002- July 2002)
- Provided assessment (i.e., risk, psycho-sexual, etc.) and treatment (i.e., group and individual) to civilly committed sex offenders

Intern - Trenton Psychiatric Hospital, Trenton, NJ (September 2000 - September 2001)
- Completed an APA approved internship at New Jersey state psychiatric hospital, with rotations on admissions and chronic wards
- Individually and co-led various therapy groups on anger management, patient education, social skills training, and problem solving
- Conducted individualized psychological assessments (e.g., intelligence testing, risk assessment, projective and objective assessment) and maintained a caseload of individual clients

Intern- Ann Klein Forensic Center, Trenton, NJ (October 2000 - September 2001)
- Obtained a one-day internship position in a forensic psychiatric hospital providing both assessment and treatment to committed persons who had pending legal charges, were determined to be incompetent to stand trial, or with histories of violent behavior.
- Co-led anger management group for civilly committed sex offenders
- Conducted psychological assessments (e.g., malingering, intelligence testing, risk assessment)

DREXEL UNIVERSITY, Philadelphia, PA

Practicum Student - Forensic Psychology Clinic (May 1999- June 2000)
- Conducted assessments and prepared written reports for use in juvenile transfer, capital sentencing, independent medical evaluations, and the Professional Ethics Board of Pennsylvania. (Supervisor: Kirk Heilbrun, Ph.D., ABPP)
Coordinator - Project STOP (July 1999 - July 2000)
- Assisted the Director (Christine Maguth Nezu, Ph.D., ABPP) and Co-Director (Arthur M. Nezu, Ph.D.) with the operational aspects of Project STOP (Sex Offender Treatment of Persons with Mental Retardation). This program was sponsored by the Philadelphia County Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and provided testing, assessment, and treatment to clients who were at risk for sexually inappropriate behavior or who had been adjudicated or paroled for sexual offenses. Treatment included cognitive-behavioral therapy, problem-solving, and relapse prevention.
- Assumed a leadership role in the recruitment, training, and supervision of student therapists
- Conducted intake interviews for new referrals.
- Supervised daily clinical activity

Assistant Research Coordinator - Project STOP (July 1998-January 1999)
- Served as liaison between Dr. C. Nezu and the correctional facilities at which research was conducted.
- Scheduled research interviews; trained research assistants; and supervised data compilation.

Practicum Student - Project STOP (January 1997 - July 2000)
- Conducted psychological assessments, wrote intake evaluations, and provided individual and group psychotherapy
- Prepared weekly progress notes and quarterly summaries for each client.

Research Assistant - Project STOP (September 1996 – July 2000)
- Assisted Dr. C. Nezu with a study of men incarcerated for sexual offending behavior, conducting structured interviews, reviewing criminal records, and compiling data in order to develop an effective treatment model.
- Administered measures for the study; compiled and entered research data; and conducted statistical analysis.
- Worked with Dr. C. Nezu to develop a treatment manual for problem-solving therapy for persons with sex offending behavior
- Co-lead the pilot therapy group for male parolees as part of a treatment outcome study

Therapist - Drexel University Student Counseling Center (March 1999-June 2000)
- Performed intake evaluations and provided individual therapy. (Supervisor: Pamela Geller, Ph.D.)

PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS


Research and Scholarship Conference, Philadelphia, PA. (Presenter).


**WORKSHOPS**


**PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND ACTIVITIES**

American Psychological Association
Pennsylvania Psychological Association
American Psychology-Law Society
Society for Child and Family Policy and Practice
Conference Planning Committee Member (2006, 2007), Grantville, PA, Annual Forensic Rights and Treatment Conference
Risk Assessment Committee Member, Philadelphia Department of Human Services (2007-2008)
MEDIA AND PUBLIC APPEARANCES

Various television news interviews. Topics: The Kensington strangler case, the Skyler Kauffman case, the Gabrielle Giffords shooting, sexual and violent offending, serial homicides, sexual offenders, forensic profiling, bullying, mental illness and violence (Fox News, The “Good Morning Philadelphia” Show) (2010-present).

Constance M. Mesiarik, J.D., Ph.D.
CURRICULUM VITAE

P.O. Box 355                   (484)431-0587
Pottstown, PA 19464                cmesiarik@verizon.net

Education

Law-Psychology Program (August 1999 – September 2008)
   Drexel University*: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
       Degree: Clinical Psychology Ph.D., September 2008
Villanova University School of Law: Villanova, Pennsylvania
       Degree: J.D., May 2006

MCP Hahnemann University: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
   Degree: Master of Arts in Psychology, August 2002

University of Florida: Gainesville, Florida
   Degree: Bachelor of Science in Psychology, May 1998

* MCP Hahnemann University became Drexel University after an institutional merger on July 1, 2002.

Clinical Experience

Forensic Evaluator and Therapist (July 2009 – Present)
   Perform court-ordered and private assessments and psychological testing with
   children, adolescents, and adults. Conduct therapy, both independently sought and
   court-ordered.

Forensic Interviewer (September 2009 – October 2010)
   Mission Kids Child Advocacy Center of Montgomery County,
   Pennsylvania. Conducted forensic interviews of children and adolescents alleged
   to be victims of abuse using research based interview protocols and techniques.

Pre-doctoral intern (August 2006 – July 2007)
   Terry Children’s Psychiatric Center: New Castle, Delaware. Conducted individ-
   ual, family, and group therapy in residential, crisis, and outpatient settings for
   children between the ages of 4 and 17. Collaborated with schools and team mem-
   bers to provide comprehensive treatment. Led parenting classes and completed
   testing batteries. Supervisor: Diane Amery, Psy.D.
Therapist (July 2005 – October 2005)
Devereux Foundation, Brandywine Eagleview Program: Glenmoore, Pennsylvania. Conducted individual and family therapy and participated in treatment planning for boys between the ages of 7 and 13. Supervisor: Deborah Kuhlman, L.S.W.

Forensic Evaluator (June 2004 – August 2005)
Forensic Evaluation Clinic: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Conducted forensic evaluations in a variety of attorney requests, including capital sentencing proceedings, federal sentencing proceedings, competence to stand trial proceedings, decertification proceedings, asylum proceedings, civil liability proceedings, and disability proceedings. Supervisor: Kirk Heilbrun, Ph.D.

Therapist (September 2003 – June 2004)

Therapist (August 2001 – June 2002)

Legal and Ethical Policy Director (August 2001 – June 2002)

Telephone Counselor (August 1996 – May 1999)
Alachua County Crisis Center: Gainesville, Florida. Certified in crisis intervention and suicide prevention by the American Association of Suicidology. Counseled a wide range of callers and assisted with Rumor Control calls during local emergencies. Supervisor: Marshall Knudson, Ph.D.

In-House Trainer (July 1998 – May 1999)
Alachua County Crisis Center: Gainesville, Florida. Assisted with training of new telephone counselors, served as chairperson for annual retreats. Supervisor: Marshall Knudson, Ph.D.
Non-Clinical Experience

Defender Association of Philadelphia, Capital Habeas Corpus Unit:


American Psychological Association, Practice Directorate, Legal and Regulatory Affairs:


University of Florida Institutional Review Board:

*Administrative Assistant/Editor*: Gainesville, Florida (August 1998 – May 1999). Reviewed all incoming research to verify that proposed research was in accordance with Federal and Institutional Review Board regulations. Supervisor: Michael Levy, Ph.D.

Teaching Experience

Villanova University

*Adjunct Professor*: Villanova, PA (Spring 2012 – Present). Taught undergraduate level course, Forensic Psychology.

Bryn Mawr College

*Adjunct Professor*: Bryn Mawr, PA (Spring 2014 – Spring 2016). Taught undergraduate level course, Forensic Psychology.

Drexel University

*Adjunct Professor*: Philadelphia, PA (Spring 2010 – Spring 2013). Taught undergraduate level course, Child Psychopathology.

Research Experience

Graduate Research


*Adolescent Comprehension of Miranda Rights*: MCP Hahnemann University/ Drexel University (October 2000 – July 2008). Conduct research on revised ver-
sion of Miranda Rights Comprehension Instruments. Supervisor: Naomi E. Sevin Goldstein, Ph.D.

_Treating Mental Illness and Preventing Recidivism in Female Juvenile Offenders_: MCP Hahnemann University/Drexel University (August 2000 – July 2008). Conducted research on issues related to treating mental illness, preventing recidivism, and revealing causal relationships between psychopathological symptoms and delinquency in female juvenile offenders. Also participated in development, implementation, and evaluation of a multifaceted program to treat the most frequent and high-risk symptoms in female juvenile offenders. Supervisor: Naomi E. Sevin Goldstein, Ph.D.

Undergraduate Research


_Undergraduate Senior Thesis_: University of Florida (December 1997 – July 1998). Proposed and conducted original research project on the persuasion of advertisements, entered data and performed analyses using SPSS, wrote up results, gave oral defense, and submitted for publication. Supervisor: Marie Helweg-Larsen, Ph.D.


**Publications**


**Professional Presentations**


**Professional Training**

Forensic Interviewing of Children. Presented by The National Children’s Advocacy Center (July 2009). Huntsville, AL.


**Professional Affiliations**

Attorney, Licensed in Pennsylvania, 2006 (#203119)

Psychologist, Licensed in Pennsylvania, 2012 (#PSO17232)

Psychologist, Licensed in Delaware, 2016 (#B1-0001053)

Montgomery Bar Association

American Psychological Association

Pennsylvania Psychological Association
American Psychology-Law Society (APA, Division 41)

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts

Foreign Language Skills

Fluent in French

References

Available upon request
EDUCATION

Ph.D. Clinical Psychology State University of New York at Albany
1978 (APA Approved)

A.B. Psychology cum laude University of Michigan
1970

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Psychologist Private Practice Fort Washington, PA
12/86-present

Full time private practice in clinical psychology. Responsibilities include assessment, evaluation and treatment of couples, families, adolescents, and adults.

Psychologist Montgomery County Guidance Huntingdon Valley, PA
2/82-9/88

Part-time participation in group private practice providing services to children and adults. Duties included assessment of learning and behavioral problems in children, adult assessment, marital therapy, individual therapy, and treatment of work related stress.

Psychologist Craniofacial Psychological Consultants Abington, PA
5/85-9/86

Participation in interdisciplinary health team treating symptoms of accident related stress and trauma. Duties included psychological assessment, biofeedback training, relaxation training, and treatment of driving phobias.

Psychologist       Benjamin Rush Center       Philadelphia, PA
7/77-4/87

Full time employment in outpatient treatment of adults and families. Duties included individual, group, and family psychotherapy, assessment, treatment planing, and work adjustment services.

Psychologist       Eleanor Roosevelt Developmental Services       Latham, NY
2/75-7/77

Part-time involvement in community based developmental services. Duties included individual and family therapy, development of behavioral programs and assessment procedures for retarded and emotionally impaired youngsters and client advocacy activities.

Psychology Intern       Fairfield Hills Hospital       Newtown, CT
9/74-9/75

APA Approved Clinical Psychology Internship in both an inpatient hospital setting and in an outpatient community mental health center with an intensive program of seminars and supervision.

CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGIST POSITIONS

2/94-11/96       Westmeade Center       Wynmoor, PA

Psychologist in inpatient step- down unit in free standing treatment facility. Duties included assessment, individual psychotherapy, and treatment planning for acute care patients.

1/97-3/99       Senior Psychology Consultants       Plymouth Meeting, PA

Psychologist in inpatient nursing facilities serving geriatric and rehabilitative populations. Duties included psychological assessment and psychotherapy with individual patients as well as treatment planning and staff consultation.


Psychologist in the Adult Offender program. Duties include assessment, treatment planning, individual and group psychotherapy with a sexual offender population referred primarily through
court or court related directives.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

Licensed Psychologist, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Member, American Psychological Association
Member, Pennsylvania Psychological Association
Certified, National Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology
Founding Member, Collaborative Family Law Associates
Stephanie Kline Newberg  
865 Edwin Lane  
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010  
www.stephanienewberg.com  
610-883-0127

EDUCATION

Masters of Social Work  
Licensed in June, 1997: #SW-010757 and 2002 clinical social work #CW013446

1992-1994  Columbia University, New York, NY  
Masters of Education in Counseling & Organizational Psychology, May 1994

1988-1992  University of Rochester, Rochester, NY  
Bachelor of Arts, Magna Cum Laude, in Psychology

Work Experience

October 2015-Present  Five Star Family Studies  
Child custody Evaluator,  
Providing custody evaluations for families in Delaware County, PA

August 2014- May 2015  West Chester University Graduate School of Social Work  
Adjunct Faculty member for second year clinical students:  
Taught two semesters of a course entitled Advanced Social Work Practice with Individuals.  
The course focused on theories and models of practice that related to recovery and resilience issues.

June 2014-Present  Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research  
Adjunct Faculty member for integrative practice class for advanced standing students, Foundations of Social Work Practice for first year students, Child and Adolescent Clinical Class for second year students

September 2011-Present  Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research  
Field Education liaison, Clinical supervisor, Continuing Education Lecturer:  
As a liaison, providing educational, evaluative, supportive, administrative services to students within their field internships. Also facilitating a supervision group for second year clinical social work graduate students.

March 2, 2009-present  Private Practice, Bryn Mawr, Pa.  
Providing individual, couple, and family psychotherapy as well as co-parenting counseling and divorce mediation. Serving as a consultant to public and private schools for topics relating to adolescent development, cyberbullying, bullying, parenting skills and support, and adult and adolescent mental health and physical health issues.

Assistant Director, Senior Staff Therapist: Providing individual, couple, and family psychotherapy and family mediation for adults and adolescents. Conducted intakes and provided administrative duties for three satellite offices. Trained in the PAIRS program, Prepare and Enrich Inventories, and led PEERS group for adolescents. Supervised interns in the training program. Involved in developing programs and workshops for schools and organizations. Taught child and adolescent psychopathology course and diversity intensive course for the post-graduate training program.
Delaware County Professional Services, Newtown Square, Pa.

Staff Psychotherapist: Provided individual, family, couple psychotherapy and initial intake evaluations within a group practice for adults and adolescents with a variety of psychological disorders including depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder, eating disorders, and family conflict and relationship difficulties. Developed an adolescent therapy group and a group for parents of adolescents.

Counseling and Resource Center, Temple University, Phila., Pa.

College Counselor: Developed an alumni and student mentor program, taught two freshmen seminar courses, conducted a freshmen year support group and developed workshops on stress and time management and issues relating to college student’s developmental needs. Conducted diversity training for student mentors and compiled educational and career resources for students. Provided counseling and advising for at-risk students.

Counseling and Psychological Services, Univ. of Penn., Phila., Pa.

Clinical Social Work Intern: Provided undergraduate and graduate students with psychotherapy, career counseling, crisis intervention, referrals, support and therapy groups, and outreach to the college community. Co-facilitated a mandatory group for students with substance abuse problems and coordinated a group for graduating seniors in transition.

Progressions Health System, Media, Pa.

Social Work Intern & Mental Health Counselor: Facilitated family therapy sessions, psychodynamic and psycho educational groups. Provided individual therapy as well as case management for adolescents with a variety of psychiatric disorders including mood disorders, family conflict, substance abuse, and conduct disorder.


Intake Evaluation Specialist: Responsible for interviewing and obtaining comprehensive psychosocial histories and evaluations of individuals referred to The Consortium for mental health and addictions issues. Initiated their treatment plans and referred them to the appropriate inpatient or outpatient programs.

The Renfrew Center, Phila, PA

Clinical Counselor: Led psycho educational and process oriented therapy groups for women and adolescents with eating disorders and other psychiatric illnesses. Conducted assertiveness training and seminars relating to nutrition and health.

Center for Psychological Services, Columbia University, NY, NY

Psychology Practicum Intern: Conducted individual psychological and vocational counseling for university students and clients from the local community. Responsibilities also included the assessment and preparation of psychosocial and intake evaluations and the administration and interpretation of career and personality tests.

Center for Counseling and Student Services, Hunter College, NY, NY

Psychology Fieldwork Intern: Taught a freshman orientation seminar, administered individual and academic counseling for a multi-cultural college population, supervised an undergraduate psychology major, and implemented a personal development group on nutrition and body image.

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University, Psychiatric Institute, Department of Child Psychiatry, NY, NY

Research Assistant: Participated in a controlled clinical trial of a multi-modal, family based preventive intervention for children at high risk for the development of antisocial behavior.
ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE

SpeakUp Organization group facilitator (Spring 2012- Present)

Vice president for Lower Merion Coalition for Youth and Director of Youth Advisory Council (Jan 2010- Present)

Member of the Family in Transition Research Project at the Council for Relationships (Spring 2006-2009)

Member of the Alumni Board of Directors for the Univ. of Pennsylvania School of Social Work (1998-2000)

Stress Management Program Course Leader for Inner City Community Health Center (Philadelphia, PA) (1999)

Young Leadership Council of Jewish Federation, Board member, Chairperson of community service projects and education (Coordinated Mitzvah Project, Panel on Spirituality and HIV, Habitat for Humanity, Presidential Volunteer Summit). Coordinated discussion series on spirituality and Jewish Life (1997-2000)

Conducted E-mail and Internet Training for Undergraduate Students at Temple University (1997)

Conducted Sexual Harassment Training Sessions for the City of New York Employees (1994)

Department of Counseling and Organizational Psychology, Lecture Organizer (1995)

CONSULTING

March 2, 2009- May 2011

Consultant to the Council for Relationships, Philadelphia, Pa

Supervised interns in the post graduate training program in couple, individual and family therapy.


Consultant to Jewish Children and Family Services, Fort Washington, PA

Provided ongoing consulting services for Jewish schools, agencies, and organizations.

Current workshops include: “Ann Frank Theater Project”; conflict resolution/socialization groups for children; “Mental Health and the Internet”; “Implications for Children of Divorce Continuing Education Seminar”; group for adolescents with chronically ill family members, grief workshop for teens; and “Body Image and Body Integrity” workshop. In addition, provided trainings on teen challenges and parenting issues workshops for a variety of organizations.

March 2001- May 2003

Montgomery County Mediation Center, Norristown, Pa.

Consultant: Co-mediating family and community mediations and facilitating conflict resolution workshops at high schools and day camps.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING

October 2000

Center for Family and Divorce Mediation, Cherry Hill, NJ: 40 hr training including 2-hour segment on domestic violence.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social work (2009- Present) writing for the clinical voice, society’s publication

American Association of Marriage and Family Therapy (2003-2010)

Association for Conflict Resolution (2001- 2004)

National Association of Social Workers (1995- Present)


American Counseling Association (1994-2001)


CONSULTING

May 1993- August 1993

Families and Work Institute, NY, NY

Assistant for Policy Dissemination: Researched and developed published fact sheets for corporations and public policy decision makers on work related family issues including the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.

The program was aimed at modifying the family context of the younger siblings of children and adolescents with a history of antisocial behavior. Responsible for subject recruitment, preparation of assessment measures, data management and analysis.
PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS


MEDIA ARTICLES AND APPEARANCES


9. CBS news and CBSnews.com, Discussion on Alpha and Beta Moms, October 9, 2007.


LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS


Divorce and Mediation, University of Pennsylvania Continuing Education Program, Jan 2003 and November 2004.
Everything You wanted to Know About Relationships but were afraid to ask, Steven Gelman Memorial Health Forum, Livingston, NJ, April 2006.
Adolescents and the Internet, Implications for Relational Development, NOVA Training Institute, Bucks County, Pa. October 18, 2007.
Entering the career of psychology and psychotherapy, Harriton Career Symposium April 2009 and April 2010.
Implications of Divorce on Children, Montgomery County Bar Association, Aug 2010.
Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social work and Social Research, “Adolescents and Cyberbullying, Implications for parents and treatment”, November, 2009 and Ethics of Cyberbullying, November 2010.
Social Networking and Adolescent Development, 4 part workshop for parents. Agnes Irwin School, Fall 2010.
Cyberbullying and Implications on Emotions and Relationships, Middleton Center, January 2011.
Aids Alive, Speak up, “Bullying and Diversity”, January 2011.
Body Image and Relationships, Bryn Mawr Lutheran Church, March 2011.
Children and Technology, Implications for Emotions and Relationships, Agnes Irwin School, March 2011.
Parenting Children in America, Discussion group at Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church, April 2011.
Adolescents and Sexuality, November 2011.Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social work and Social Research, Continuing Education.
Implications of technology on children and adolescents, November 2011. Lower Merion High School, In-service Training for administrative staff.
Bullying and Cyberbullying, Implications for emotional development, January 2012.Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social work and Social Research, Continuing Education.
Effects of body image on self-esteem, February 2012. Main Line Reform Temple, Parenting on the Main Line Series.
Effects of Technology on Middle and High School Students, March 2012.Lower Merion Coalition for Youth.
The definition of success for our youth today, November, 2012 Lower Merion Coalition for Youth, Lower Merion, PA.
Adolescents and Sexuality Implications for families and treatment, December 2012.Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social work and Social Research.
Effects of Technology on Children and Adolescents, January 2013, The Shipley School.
Emotional Development in the Middle School Years, the effects of technology and social networking on relationships, April 2013.Welsh Valley Middle School, Lower Merion, PA.
Transition to College for Seniors , April 2013,Germantown Academy, Speak Up Presentation.
Bullying Through the Lifespan: Strategies for dealing with differences. May 2013.Beth Ner Tamid, Broomall, PA
Children and Adolescent Development: How to parent and help children navigate school and technology, October 2013, Shipley School.
Sexuality and Body Image in Adolescence, January 2014, Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social work and Social Research.
Implications for Divorce on Children: Providing Parental support through the process, April 22, 2014 & April 29, 2014.
Understanding and working with students with disabilities, August 2014, Administration Training for the Swarthmore, Wallingford School District.

Cyber relationships and technology: Implications for personal and relational development, May 2014, Sources for Human Services, Eagleville Hospital.

Benefits of co-parenting counseling, June 2014, Society for Divorce Professionals, Meet Up Group, Ardmore, PA.

Benefits of a strong parenting plan, Support call in, June 2014 Main Line Family Law Center, Havertown, PA.

Benefits of child centered divorce for Families: Meet UP group for Divorce Professionals, October 2, 2015

Benefits of a strong parenting plan, Support call in, June 2015 Main Line Family Law Center, Havertown, PA.

Facilitator for Second Saturday Workshop, Emotional Effects of Divorce on Children and Families, Montgomery County Community College, October 10, 2015.
Tina Rosetta Paone
CURRICULUM VITA

400 Cedar Avenue
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
tpaone@monmouth.edu

EDUCATION

Ph.D. University of Nevada, Reno 2006
- Counselor Education and Supervision
- Emphasis: Play Therapy and School Counselor Supervision
  CACREP Accredited
  - Dissertation Title: The Comparative Effectiveness of Group Activity Therapy on the Moral Reasoning of At-Risk High School Students

M.A. University of Nevada, Reno 2003
- Counseling
- Emphasis: School Counseling
  CACREP Accredited

B.A. University of Tampa 1997
- Major: Psychology
- Minor: Music; Voice Performance

TEACHING AND SUPERVISION

Associate Professor, Monmouth University (July 2012-Present)
Assistant Professor, (August 2006-June 2012)
August 2006- Present
- EDC 500- Introduction to Professional Counseling
- EDC 520- Group Experience: Advanced Topics in Race & Racism
- EDC 540- Group Counseling: Application for School and Community
- EDC 545- Career Counseling
- EDC 555- School Counseling Program Planning & Practice
- EDC 600- Practicum
- EDC 601- Clinical Internship I
- EDC 602- Clinical Internship II
- EDC 656- Supervision of Counselors
- EDC CPE- Comprehensive Exam
- SW 665- Play Therapy
- Advisor for 30 masters students
- Substance Awareness Coordinator (SAC), Program Coordinator (2006-2007)
- NCATE Co-Coordinator for Data Collection Assessment (2006-2011)
- CACREP Co-Coordinator for Self-Study (2007-2008)
- Educational Leadership & Special Education Faculty Search Committee (2007)

*Pyatt is now Paone
• Clinical Internship Site Placement Coordinator (2007-2011)
• First Year at Monmouth advisor for undergraduates (2007-2012)
• School of Education Dean Search Committee (2008)
• Educational Leadership, School Counseling, & Special Education Search Committee (2010, 2011, 2012)
• MSEd Coordinator (2012-2013)
• Department Chair Speech Pathology, Educational Counseling, & Leadership (2012-2015)
• Middle States Self-Study Co-Chair (2013-2016)
• CACREP Liaison for Accreditation Process (2008-present)
• NCATE/CAEP Accreditation Coordinator for School of Education (2011-present)
• Central Jersey Consortium for Excellence & Equity Coordinator (2013-present)
• School of Education Social Justice Advocacy Committee (2016-present)

Adjunct Instructor, Argosy University
September 2009-June 2010
• Group Counseling and Psychotherapy

Adjunct Instructor & Dissertation Mentor, Capella University
July 2007- May 2011
• Counseling & Guidance for Diverse Populations
• Group Counseling and Psychotherapy
• Contemporary Issues in Compulsive and Addictive Behavior Treatment
• Counseling & Guidance with Children
• Ethnic & Cultural Awareness
• Course Development (Group Counseling)
• Course Development (Children & Youth)
• Dissertation Mentor/Chair
• Dissertation Member of Committee

Letter of Appointment, University of Nevada, Reno
August 2004- May 2006
• CEP 600- Introduction to Counseling Course
• CEP 761- Group Counseling; Processing & Dynamics

Course Instructor, Washoe County School District, Reno, NV
Spring 2004
• Introduction to Play Therapy Class

Counseling Student Supervisor, University of Nevada, Reno
August 2004- June 2006
• Provide individual supervision for master’s level supervisees during final internships in school, community, university settings.
• Review videotaped counseling sessions exploring counseling theory, treatment goals, and general skill effectiveness.

Play Therapy Supervisor, University of Nevada, Reno
January 2004- June 2006
• Provide play therapy practicum supervision for masters level students enrolled in child and family guidance course.
• Viewed each student providing play therapy over video monitor.
• Met as small group immediately after play therapy sessions for supervision
• Discussed child-centered theory and skills effectiveness

*Pyatt is now Paone
Project Supervisor, University of Nevada, Reno & Wooster High School, Reno, NV
August 2005 - June 2006
- Provide weekly supervision to doctoral and masters students facilitating groups in conjunction with dissertation project.
- Provide feedback and process with students to determine appropriate counseling techniques to use during group sessions.

SCHOOL COUNSELING AND RELATED EXPERIENCE

High School Counselor, Washoe County School District, Wooster High School, Reno, NV
August 2003 - June 2006
- Provide direct contact to 450 student caseload in areas of academics, career and personal issues.
- Designed and carried out research study for 100 at-risk 9th graders.
- Provide on-site supervision to masters’ level counseling interns.
- Conduct activities in a culturally sensitive manner at one of Reno’s most diverse high schools.
- Planned, organized, and carried out the first school wide career day.
- Implemented school wide group counseling program, involving community professionals and school staff.
- Implemented schools first “parenting group”, for students who are parents and conducted a filial play therapy with them.
- Provide individual, small group, large group and classroom guidance with students in caseload.
- Homeless liaison with the school district, providing services and support to homeless students and their families.

Summer School Coordinator, Dean’s Future Scholars Program, University of Nevada Reno, Reno, NV
January 2003 - August 2003
- Provided direct contact to students in a first generation college bound program which specifically targeted minority students.
- Provide counseling in academic, career and personal arenas.
- Provided individual and group counseling to students in program.
- Monitored academic progress of students.
- Maintained records for each student.
- Assisted in coordination of summer institute programs.
- Monitored USDA Summer Food Service Program.
- Worked independently and take initiative with program activities and projects.

School Counselor Intern, Washoe County School District, Billinghurst Middle School, Reno, NV
January 2003 - May 2003
- Provided direct contact with students in academic and personal areas.
- Completed a full-time CACREP accredited internship.
- Provided individual and group counseling to students in school.
- Assisted in coordination of Career Day.

Learning for Life Executive, Boy Scouts of America, Reno, NV
January 2000-October 2001
- Responsible for initial training and continued support of teachers using the Learning for Life program.
- Provided a nationally recognized character education program to area schools.
Established and maintained relationships with community leaders, including the development and delivery of presentations that increase visibility of the local scout council.

Recruited businesses to participate in the Exploring program, a career exploration program.

Acted in an advisory capacity to the Nevada Area Council web page and to the Marketing committee.

Created and edited press releases and the local council newsletter.

Served as a liaison between the local council and the United Way, providing them regular status updates.

Consulted and conducted needs assessments to schools considering the character education program.

Provided computer support and training to colleagues.

Wrote grant requests to raise funds for new and ongoing programs.

Successfully raised $132,000 over 2 years, representing 100% of the Learning for Life programs operating budget.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Clinical Director, Counseling Center at Heritage, Montgomeryville, PA
September 2010- Present
- Oversee all clinical operations
- Provide individual counseling
- Provide play therapy to children
- Provide case management to individuals in therapy
- Provide parent consultation
- Provide supervision to therapists
- Manage case files

Therapist, Introspect at BuxMont, Colmar, PA
November 2006- July 2007
- Provide individual counseling
- Provide play therapy to children
- Provide case management to individuals in therapy
- Provide parent consultation
- Manage case files

Play Therapy Counselor, Downing Clinic, University of Nevada, Reno
August 2004-March 2005
- Specialized in play therapy for children including parent/consultation and education
- Ran sibling play therapy group with specific clients.

Crisis Counselor, Crisis Center of Hillsborough County, Tampa, FL
June 1996-June 1997
- Provided emergency crisis intervention to callers on the suicide and crisis hotline.
- Provided direct counseling for rape victims during the forensic examination.
- Worked in cooperation with local law enforcement during the forensic examination
- Managed all rape cases for the county.
- Assessed suicidal situations and acted accordingly with the aide of police, fire, and emergency medical technicians.
- Maintained the confidentiality of clients.
- Trained new employees and volunteers on proper actions/reactions in a crisis situation.

*Pyatt is now Paone*
Family Support Coordinator. Nevada Army National Guard, 1/126 Air Ambulance Unit, Reno, NV.
Winter 2003-January 2005
- Creating a phone tree with guard family members in the event of an emergency
- Running training/preparations with family members before a unit would deploy
- Continued contact for family members while spouse or family member was on deployment.

Counselor Aide. Nike House, home for juvenile girls on probation & parole due to drug use. Las Vegas, NV
Summer 1998.
- Provided individual counseling for girls in a court mandated home for girls on probation and parole due to drug use.
- Provided motivational counseling
- House “mom” activities, cooking, driving, and taking to girls to and from school and extra curricular activities.

Suicide Hotline. Las Vegas Suicide Hotline, Las Vegas, NV.
Spring & Summer 1998.
- Provided emergency crisis intervention to callers on the suicide and crisis hotline.
- Assessed suicidal situations and acted accordingly in conjunction with police, fire and emergency medical technicians.
- Maintained the confidentiality of clients.

Safehouse, Las Vegas, NV.
- Individual counseling for women in a domestic violence shelter.
- Providing emergency crisis intervention to callers of the domestic violence hotline
- Meeting women in the community and transporting them to the facility

GRANTS
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**SCHOLARLY ACHIEVEMENTS**

**BOOKS**


**PEER REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS**


*Pyatt is now Paone


**INVITED PUBLICATIONS**


**PEER REVIEWED PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS**


*Pyatt is now Paone*


Paone, T., & Malott, K. (2011, October). Using Sandtray to Address Race Based Trauma. Workshop presented at the Association for Play Therapy Annual Conference, Sacramento, CA.

*Pyatt is now Paone
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Paone, T., & Malott, K. (2008, June). *Que dice usted?: When translators join the counseling session.* Paper presented at the American School Counselors Association, Atlanta, GA.


Webber, J., Mascari, J. B., Maldonado, J., & Paone, T. (2007, October). *Sand play therapy with interns: Nontraditional constructivist and narrative approaches to social justice awareness.* Poster session presented at the Association for Counselor Education and Supervision National Conference, Columbus, OH.


**INVITED PRESENTATIONS**

*Pyatt is now Paone*
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**HONORS & AWARDS**

- Outstanding Graduate Student of the Year Award, College of Education, 2004.
- Graduate Student Award Scholarship, 2003.

**MEMBERSHIPS**

- American Counseling Association (ACA)
- Association for Counselor Education and Supervision (ACES)
- Association for Specialists in Group Work (ASGW)
- Association for Play Therapy (APT)
- New Jersey Counseling Association (NJCA)
- New Jersey Association for Counselor Education & Supervision (NJACES)
- New Jersey School Counseling Association (NJSCA)
- Pennsylvania Association for Play Therapy (PAPT)
- Pennsylvania Counseling Association (PCA)
- American School Counseling Association (ASCA) (2003-2014)
- Montgomery County Counseling Association (MCCA) (2011-2014)

*Pyatt is now Paone
OFFICE HELD IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

- 2012-2013 New Jersey Association for Counselor Education and Supervision, Past President
- 2010-2012 New Jersey Association for Counselor Education and Supervision, President
- 2005-2006 Nevada Association for Play Therapy, President
- 2004-2005 Nevada Association for Play Therapy, Vice President

CRÉDENTIELS

- National Certified Counselor (NCC)
- National Certified School Counselor (NCSC)
- Approved Clinical Supervisor (ACS)
- Licensed Professional Counselor (Pennsylvania)
- Registered Play Therapist Supervisor (RPT-S)
- School Counselor Certification K-12 (Pennsylvania)
Lucy S. Raizman  
205 Fernbrook Ave.  
Wyncote, PA  19095  
C (267) 968-1817     W (215) 382-6680 ext. 7039

**Education/Training**

AASECT-Certified Sex Therapist, September 2010, AASECT-Certified Supervisor, November 2013

Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist, July 2002 MF000131

Board Certified Diplomate, American Board of Examiners in Clinical Social Work, June 2000

Certified Emotionally Focused Therapy, ICEEFT, August 2006.

AAMFT, Approved Clinical Supervisor, Council for Relationships, (formerly Penn Council for Relationships, Division of Family Study, Department of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine), August 1999.


Master of Social Work, University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Social Work, December, 1977. MSW License (PA), February 1993, Clinical License, August 2000 CW007735L

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology, University of Pittsburgh, December 1973.

**Professional Work Experience**

February 2001 to present – Senior Licensed Clinical Social Worker/Marriage and Family Therapist, Council for Relationships, Doylestown Office Director since March 2010 and Assistant Office Director 2009-2010. Formerly Springhouse now Blue Bell office, part-time fee-for-service psychotherapist until February 2001 and full-time since November 2006, providing individual, couple, family and sex therapy; AAMFT-approved Supervisor and presenting training classes and workshops to interns and staff.

July 1996 to August 2006- Licensed Clinical Social Worker, SRI Psychological Services, PC Jenkintown, PA 19046. Private practice group therapy to adults, couples, and families.


Research Experience

Interviewer; Research Associate. September 1994 to present –, Transcending Trauma Project, Council for Relationships, Philadelphia, PA, Bea Hollander, PhD Director.


Publications


Professional Associations and Certifications

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT)
National Association of Social Workers (NASW)
Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Workers (PSCSW)
International Society on Traumatic Stress Studies (ISTSS)
American Family Therapy Academy (AFTA)

EMDR International Association (EMDRIA), Full Member/Certified
The Center for Emotionally Focused Therapy, Certified, Ottawa, Canada, August 2006
Foundation for Human Enrichment, Somatic Experiencing (SE), Certified September 2006
American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors and Therapists, Certified September 2010

References

Will be provided upon request
Academic and Professional Background

Delaware State Licensure for Psychologists
January 1994

Pennsylvania State Licensure for Psychologists
December 1979

University of Pennsylvania
Department of Psychiatry
Philadelphia, PA
Training in Clinical Neuropsychology
1978-1979

Columbia University
Teachers College
New York, NY
Master of Philosophy Degree
Area of specialization: Counseling
Fall 1977

Family Institute of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA
Training in Family Therapy
1976-1977

Temple University
Philadelphia, PA
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Magna Cum Laude
Spring 1973

Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel
Junior Year Program
1971-1972

Akiba Hebrew Academy
Lower Merion, PA
High School Diploma
Honor Award for Academic Excellence
June 1969

Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
Family Training Center
Philadelphia, PA
Externship in Family Therapy
1977-1978

Clinical Experience

1979 – PRESENT
Private practice
- Treatment of individuals, couples, families and children
- Parent coordination and high conflict resolution
- Forensic evaluations and expert witness testimony:
  Child custody evaluations/Family Court
  Independent psychological evaluations (IME)
  Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) evaluations
  Civil and criminal litigation
  Workers compensation
  Records review
  Guardianship evaluations/Chancery Court
  Personal injury and pain management

1978-1991
P.A.T.H., Inc. Community MH/MR Center
Philadelphia, PA
- Administrative Co-Director adult outpatient services
- Clinical supervisor of graduate students

1977-1978
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
Philadelphia, PA
- Family therapist extern, outpatient department

1976-1978
Moss Rehabilitation Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
- Individual, group and family therapy. Extensive psychodiagnostic evaluations of physically disabled patients, including the diagnosis and treatment of personality disorders and brain damage resulting from physical trauma.
- Treatment of problems related to aging and physical pain

1976-1977
Psychological Consultation Center
New York, NY
- Marriage and family therapy

1975-1976
Yale University, Department of Psychiatry
West Haven Administration Hospital
West Haven, CT
- Drug and alcohol treatment
- PTSD treatment
- Treatment of psychological aspects of medical problems

1974-1975
Psychological Consultation Center
New York, NY
- Crisis intervention and treatment

1973-1974
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
Philadelphia, PA
- Training in child and family therapy

1973-1974
Haverford State Hospital
Haverford, PA
- Adolescent Psychiatric Unit. Recreational therapy, psychodrama and role-playing

Professional Memberships
- American Board of Forensic Examiners
- Delaware Psychological Association
- Association of Family and Conciliation Courts
- Parent Coordinator Council of Delaware

Papers and Publications
- Treating the Russian Immigrant: A Clinical Model for a Minority Population
  National Council of Community Mental Health Centers
  Dallas, TX, Spring 1981

- Psychological Adaptation Patterns in Response to Cardiac Surgery: An Experimental Study
  Journal of Rehabilitation, Volume 46, Number 2.
  Spring 1980
Diana S. Rosenstein, Ph.D.
Suite 521 The Pavilion
261 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
(215) 881-7790
FAX (215) 881-7787

CURRICULUM VITAE

Education:
2006  Psychoanalyst  Institute of the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia
1992  Ph.D.  University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
1980  M.A.  University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
1975  B.A.  Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY


Employment:
1987-present  Private practice, Jenkintown, PA.  Provide psychotherapy and psychological testing of children, adolescents and adults, adult psychoanalysis and forensic evaluations, including custody evaluations and bonding/attachment assessments.
1986  Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA.  Assistant Director, Evaluation Unit.
1983-86  Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA.  Internship in psychology and Fellowship in Evaluation Psychiatry.
Teaching:

2006-present Department of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA. Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychology in Psychiatry. Supervision and teaching of psychology interns and psychiatry residents.

2006-present Institute of the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA. Faculty Member. Teach psychoanalytic candidates, psychotherapy students and psychoanalytic fellows.


2003-present The Center for Psychoanalysis, Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia, PA. Faculty member.

1997-present Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA. Adjunct Professional Staff. Supervision and training of psychology interns.

2002 Immaculata College, Immaculata, PA. Taught special topics graduate course, Attachment: Theory and clinical applications.

1999-2005 Widener University, Chester, PA. Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychology. Supervision of psychoanalytic graduate students.

1996-7 Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA. Lecturer. Taught undergraduate and graduate level psychology.

1995-8 Beaver College, Glenside, PA. Adjunct Professor. Taught graduate level psychology.

1993-8 Hahnemann University, Philadelphia, PA. Adjunct Senior Instructor of Mental Health Sciences. Supervision and training of psychology interns.

Awards and Honors:

2009 Outstanding Service Award, Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia

1991 Biomedical Grant-In-Aid of Research, Pennsylvania Hospital.

1990 Research Grant, 76 Fund, Pennsylvania Hospital.

1987-89 Research Grant, Sigmund A. Miller Memorial Foundation.

1982-83 University Fellow, Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania.

1981-83 Sigma Xi Research Grant.

1981-83 Biomedical Grant-in-Aid of Research, University of Pennsylvania.

1981-82 Dean's Fellow, University of Pennsylvania.

1980-81 University Fellow, Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania.

Papers and Publications:


**Presentations:**


Rosenstein, D.S. (2011). Case presentation to graduate PsyD students at Immaculata College, Immaculata, PA.


Rosenstein, D.S. (2009). Case presentation to Group 13, Center for Advanced Psychoanalytic Studies,


Rosenstein, D.S. (2007). Tweens and Mothers: Holding On/Letting Go. The Bond Between Preteen and Young Adolescent Girls and their Mothers. Presentation to the parents of Ancillae-Assumpta Academy, Wyncote, PA.


**Professional Memberships and Activities:**

- International Psychoanalytic Association
- American Psychoanalytic Association
  - Member of the Committee on the Accreditation of Free Standing Institutes (2015-present)
  - Chair, Discussion Group on close process technique (2014-present)
- Pennsylvania Psychological Association
- Philadelphia Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology
- Center for Advanced Psychoanalytic Studies – Princeton
- Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia
  - Past President (2013-2015)
  - President (2011-2013)
  - President Elect (2009-2011)
  - Board Member (2009-2015)
  - Member of the Psychoanalytic Training Curriculum Committee (2012-present)
  - Member of the Psychotherapy Training Planning Committee (2014-present)
  - Member of the Executive Management Committee (2010-2014)
  - Member of the Education Committee (2008-2011)
  - Faculty of the Institute of the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia (2006-present)
- Faculty of the Psychotherapy Training Program (2006-present)
- Director, Consultation and Assessment Conference (2008-present)
- Director, Consultation and Referral Service (2005-2010)
- Member, Collaboration Liaison Committee with University of Pennsylvania (2007-2015)
- Board Member of the Foundation of Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia (2002-2004)
- Member, Robert Waelder Memorial Psychoanalytic Study Group (2000-present)
- Member, Custody Issues Study Group (2015-present)
Linda Santana, M.A., LPC PA License #: PC008377

636 Meadowbrook Drive
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
Mobile: 917-952-5065
Email: LindasantanaLPC@gmail.com

Professional Objective
Seeking to obtain a position as a Licensed Professional Counselor where my credentials and professional experience can make a positive contribution towards my professional growth and development.

Education

Masters of Arts
Mental Health Counseling (5/2013) 
Baruch College 
New York, NY

Bachelors of Arts
Psychology (5/2007) 
Baruch College 
New York, NY

Associates in Applied Science
Patternmaking Technology (5/2003) 
Fashion Institute of Technology 
New York, NY

Certifications
Licensed Professional Counselor PA: (08/27/2015)
License Number: PC008377
The University of New York Education Department Office of the Professions Registration
Certificate Number: 8757099 Expiration date: 9/30/2017
Licensed Mental Health Counselor NY: (10/29/2014)
License Number: 006306
Child Abuse and Neglect (2011)

Professional Workshops
Couples Therapy Workshop 
June 2013
Introduction to Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy at CBT/DBT Associates 
October 2011

Current Areas of Specialty
Children, adolescents and adults
Anxiety
Depression
Dissociative Identity Disorder
Schizophrenia
Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Selective Mutism

Therapeutic Orientation
CBT
Psychodynamic
Eclectic

Languages
Fluent in English and Spanish: Reading, writing and speaking

Software Experience
Microsoft Office: Word, PowerPoint, Access and Excel, Quickbooks, Therapy Manager, and Practice Fusion
Work History

**Licensed Professional Counselor**

**Counseling Center at Heritage**

March 2016 - current

- Hold intake, collateral, and weekly individual counseling sessions with children, adolescents and adults
- Assessment
- Treatment plans
- Session notes

**Licensed Professional Counselor**

**Ron Lewis Associates**

September 2015 – March 2016

- Hold intake, collateral, and weekly individual counseling sessions with children, adolescents and adults
- Assessment
- Treatment plans
- Session notes

**Licensed Mental Health Counselor**

**Western Queens Consultation Center (WQCC)**

June 2013 – June 2015

- Hold intake, collateral, and weekly individual counseling sessions with children, adolescents and adults
- Meetings with psychiatrists regarding mutual patients
- Creating:
  - 15 page biopsychosocial assessments per client
  - Initial treatment plans and reviews per client
  - Session notes
- Termination of clients
- Have clients schedule a psychiatric evaluation at WQCC
- Meeting with supervisor once a week every week for supervision

**Mental Health Counselor**

**Psychotherapy and Counseling Center (PCC)**

June 2013 – February 2014

- Intakes
- Create Treatment plans
- Create biopsychosocial assessments
- Refer patients to psychiatrist for psychiatric evaluations
- Make session notes per patient
- Provide psychotherapy
- Hold collateral sessions in English and Spanish
- Termination of therapy
- Chart reviewing
- Training therapists
- Office management
- Clinical website management
Mental Health Counselor, (Internship)  Western Queens Consultation Center (WQCC)  
April 2012 – May 2013  
- Hold intake, collateral, and weekly individual counseling sessions with children, adolescents and adults  
- Creating:  
  - 15 page biopsychosocial assessments per client  
  - Initial treatment plans and reviews per client  
  - Session notes  
- Termination of clients  
- Have clients schedule a psychiatric evaluation at WQCC  
- Meeting with supervisor once a week every week for supervision

Mental Health Counselor, Veteran Services (Practicum) Baruch College, Psychology Department  
February 2012 – December 2012  
- Working with veterans to implement counseling services for our new program called Veteran Services.  
- Creating a brochure and creating an intake packet.  
- Meet with supervisor once a week every week for supervision

Clinical Intake Coordinator CBT/DBT Associates  
May 2011 – Sep 2011  
- Performed a variety of duties both clinical and clerical.  
- Telephone intake screening and explaining services to prospective clients.  
- Accepted or rejected prospective clients if they have met the requirements for the programs.  
- Scheduled appointments, followed up with patients for scheduling, direct patient billing and payroll.

Mental Health Office Manager The Hallowell Center  
Aug 2009 – Sep 2010  
- Administered ADHD Quotient Test for patients  
- Resolved billing issues directly with patients  
- Entering and updating patient demographic information  
- Maintenance and proper storing of patient files  
- Processed patients prescription orders and forwarded them to their psychiatrists.

Professional References  
Available upon request
SUMMARY
Clinical Psychologist with over 30 years of experience in treatment, program development, clinical management, training and supervision, with a background in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Areas of expertise include treatment of substance use disorders; individual, marital and family therapy; crisis intervention; group therapy; clinical and administrative consultation; teaching, training and supervision.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Private Practice of Addiction Psychology, Philadelphia, PA (1982-present)
Sole Proprietor
I have maintained a general psychotherapy practice, with a primary focus on addictions treatment, and secondarily on marital/family therapy. In addition to direct clinical work, I have provided consultation and training to drug companies on integrating psychosocial treatment in drug trials. I have provided consultation to the Treatment Research Institute, Eugenia Hospital, Alkermes, Resources for Human Development, The Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology, Hazelden Foundation, Bowling Green (Kentucky) Medical Center, The Coordinating Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs (Philadelphia), ChiSystems, Villanova University, and Malvern Institute.

Caron Treatment Center, Wernersville, PA (2007-2014)
Lead Psychologist for Adult Services.
Served as supervising psychologist for Adult Services in nationally-known addictions treatment center. Provided direct clinical service on Primary Care and Relapse units. Supervise psychology staff, interns, and psychiatry residents. Participate on treatment team and case conferences, and on various center-wide committees.

CareLink Community Support Services, Broomall, PA (2003-2006)
Clinical Director
Responsible for clinical oversight of 30 programs within non-profit social service agency, providing psychosocial rehabilitation services to a diverse array of consumers with psychiatric and other disabilities. Served as Corporate Compliance Officer, HIPAA Privacy Officer, Chair of Training Committee, and on several other committees.

Keystone Center, Chester, PA (1999-2001)
Clinical Director
Oversaw all clinical services in 84-bed dual-diagnosis treatment facility. Supervised 23 professionals and provided liaison with other departments. Developed clinical protocols, organized staff training, provided direct supervision, oversaw credentialing and licensing activities. Chaired Performance Improvement Committee and revised Performance Improvement Program. Initiated program of patient self-government. Developed staff competency system. Monitored compliance with standards of the Office of Mental Health, the Bureau of Drug and Alcohol Programs, and oversaw successful accreditation by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO).

Clinical Director
Provided clinical leadership to federation of three social service agencies that delivered clinical services to 230,000 capitated insurance subscribers. Developed clinical and quality management protocols, oversaw staff credentialing and Access Center operations, and managed various operational functions. Implemented clinical standards for treatment across a network of agencies throughout Southern New Jersey.
Brandywine Hospital, Coatesville, PA (1995-1998)
Director of Psychological Services
Developed and managed 24-hour crisis service. Provided direct clinical services on psychiatric unit, including group, family and individual therapy, case management and psychological assessment. Coordinated services of attending psychology staff. Created, marketed, and managed crisis service, resulting in four-fold increase in referrals and 200% increase in inpatient census. Developed policies and protocols; trained and supervised staff of 11 clinicians. Developed and implemented substance abuse treatment program on inpatient ward.

Director
Managed outpatient and partial hospital substance abuse program. Revised programs, supervised staff, coordinated outreach and marketing. Returned program to fiscal break-even point after five years of financial losses. Developed ambulatory detox program and directed relocation of program to coordinate with inpatient detox. Appointed Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, providing training and supervision on substance abuse issues for residents and students. Wrote Partial Hospitalization protocols for Pennsylvania Client Placement Criteria as member of Pennsylvania Department of Health Treatment Task Force. Initiated Professional Training Series, providing PCACB-accredited training for more than 100 clinicians.

Program Director
Developed and managed two programs providing substance abuse treatment under a 300,000-life capitation contract. Supervised staff at both locations and provided direct treatment and consultation. Designed clinical program, hired and trained staff, and oversaw innovative outpatient programming. Supervised staff training and development for all four offices, including more than fifty staff members, leading to JCAHO accreditation and state licensing. Founding member of Pennsylvania Association of Intensive Outpatient Programs, advocating for increased patient access to treatment alternatives.

OTHER CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

Psychologist and Inpatient Coordinator

Crozer-Chester Medical Center, Outpatient Drug Service, Chester, PA
Clinical Director (1984-1986)
Staff Psychologist (1982-1984)

Valley Center, Lansdale, PA (1980-1984)
Staff Psychologist

McLean Hospital, Belmont, MA (1972-1976)
Mental Health Worker

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS

Penn State School of Medicine, (2008-2013)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychiatry Department

Adjunct Faculty, Psychology (Graduate Division)

Montgomery County Community College, Blue Bell, PA (2000-2001)
Adjunct Faculty, Psychology

Pennsylvania College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, PA (2001)
Instructor, Psychology (Graduate Program)

Assistant Professor, Psychiatry
Clinical Supervisor, Graduate Psychology Program

Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA  (1981-1982)
Instructor, Psychology

Brandeis University, Waltham, MA  (1975-1976)
Research Assistant, Social Psychology (Leslie Zebrowitz, Ph.D.)

Boston University, Boston, MA  (1975)
Research Assistant, Community Psychology (A. Verne McArthur, Ph.D.)

EDUCATION

Ph.D., Clinical Psychology, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA  (1985)
Internship in Clinical Psychology (APA-Approved) – Temple University Hospital (1979-1980)
A.B., Sociology, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA  (1970)
Certificate, Wilderness Leadership Skills, National Outdoor Leadership School, Lander, WY  (1973)

CERTIFICATION

Licensed Psychologist, Pennsylvania, License Number PS-3958L  (1982-present)

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Member, American Psychological Association (Divisions 12, 50)
Board of Directors (Member-At-Large, Practice), Society of Addiction Psychology, APA Division 50
Member, Society for the Exploration of Psychotherapy Integration
Member, Training Committee, Philadelphia Target Cities Treatment Improvement Project  (1994-1996)
Member, Treatment Task Force, Pennsylvania Department of Health  (1993-1996)

PUBLICATIONS


SELECTED WORKSHOPS PRESENTED

2016    Chestnut Hill College (Clinical Psychology Psy.D. Program), Philadelphia, PA
“Working With Substance Use Disorders”

2014    Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work, Philadelphia PA
“Treating Addiction in a Private Practice Setting”

2014    Harvard Medical School: Treating the Addictions Conference, Boston, MA
“From The Disease Concept to an Integrative Model for Treatment”

2014    Pennsylvania Council of Mediators, Harrisburg, PA
“What Mediators Should Know About Substance Use Disorders”
2012 Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, Philadelphia, PA
“Managing Addiction in an Outpatient Practice”

2011 Pennsylvania Psychological Association, Harrisburg, PA
“Integrating Twelve-Step Programs with Psychotherapy”

2011 Society for the Exploration of Psychotherapy Integration, Washington, DC
“The Implications of Twelve-Step Programs for Psychotherapy Integration”

2010 Philadelphia Area Group Psychotherapy Society, Philadelphia, PA
“Twelve-Step Programs and You: A Guide for Group Therapists”

2010 Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, Philadelphia, PA
“Integrating Twelve Step Programs into Psychotherapy”

2009 Psychotherapy Networker Symposium, Washington, DC
“Treating Substance Abuse”

2005 Berks County Council on Chemical Abuse, Reading PA
“Family and Genetic Factors in Addiction”

2005 Pennsylvania Psychological Association, Exton, PA
“Alternative Approaches to Addiction Treatment”

2005 Society for the Exploration of Psychotherapy Integration, Toronto, ON
“Integrating the Models of Addiction”

2005 Villanova University Counseling Center, Villanova, PA
“Basic Principles of Addiction Treatment”

2005 Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, Philadelphia, PA
“An Integrative Model for Working with Addicts”

2004 International Association of Psychosocial Rehabilitation Services (IAPSRS) Conference, San Diego, CA
“Countertransference in Rehabilitation Work”

2003 Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA) National Conference, New Orleans, LA
“New Options for Addiction Treatment”

2003 Montgomery County Emergency Services, Norristown, PA
“Countertransference Issues in Recovery”

2002 Resources for Human Development Miniversity, Philadelphia, PA
“Dual Diagnosis Treatment for the Addictions Professional”
“Dual Diagnosis Treatment for the Mental Health Professional”
“Principles of Group Therapy”

2000 MCP-Hahnemann University MISA Conference, Philadelphia, PA
“Implementing Dual-Diagnosis Services”

1999 Anonymous Foundation (for Hazelden Foundation); Albany NY
“Treatment of Dual Diagnosis Patients”

1999 Pennsylvania Psychological Association, King of Prussia, PA
“Recovery Principles in Psychotherapy”

1997 Case Management Department, Aetna-US Healthcare, Blue Bell, PA
“A Model for Integrated Addictions Treatment”

1995 Coordinating Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs, Philadelphia, PA
“Holistic Assessment”

1994 Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology, Boston, MA
“What Addicts Can Teach Therapists”

1994 Pride International Drug Conference, Philadelphia, PA
“Treatment Trends in the Nineties”

1993 Temple University, Clinical Psychology Division, Philadelphia, PA
“The Disease Concept of Addiction”
NANCY SCHNEIDER, J.D., Ph.D.        Licensed Psychologist (PA, DE & VA)
120 Greenwood Avenue
Wyncote, PA 19095        Member of Pennsylvania Bar
(215) 881-9000; fax (215) 881-7129

Clinical psychologist and attorney. Office of Lifespan Associates, a psychological and
counseling practice offering a wide range of services to adults, children and organizations.
Work includes individual, couple and family therapy; psychological testing and assessment of
adults and children; mediation for separating/divorcing couples or other conflict situations;
co-parent counseling; and forensic evaluations. Sole practitioner attorney specializing in
family, educational and mental health law. Montgomery County Child Advocate volunteer.

EDUCATION

**Hahnemann University and Villanova School of Law**
Joint Law/Psychology Program
J.D., 1991; Ph.D., 1994

**Portland State University**
Portland, Oregon
M.S. in Clinical Psychology, 1982

**University of Wisconsin**
Madison, Wisconsin
B.A. in Psychology, 1969

EXPERIENCE

**LIFESPAN ASSOCIATES**
Wyncote, Pennsylvania

**Psychologist** (1993 to present)
Child/adolescent/adult therapy; divorce/custody mediation; psychological testing and
assessment; forensic consultation. Qualified as an expert to testify in family law
cases in Montgomery, Bucks, Chester, Philadelphia, and Lehigh Counties primarily
as the court appointed evaluator. Conduct assessments in capital crimes cases.

**DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF SERVICES TO CHILDREN YOUTH AND THEIR FAMILIES**
Wilmington, Delaware

**Child Psychologist** (1993 to 1999)
Assessments of children/adolescents and their families; program evaluations

**VALLEY FORGE FOUNDATION**
Norristown, Pennsylvania

**Outpatient Psychologist** (1990-1992)
Individual/couples/family therapy; substance abuse treatment.

**BELMONT CENTER FOR COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT**
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

**Psychology Intern** (1991-1992)
Adolescents/adults; inpatient/outpatient treatment.
VILLANOVA COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES
Chester, Pennsylvania
**Law Intern** (1990)
Child dependency/neglect cases.

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
Media, Pennsylvania
**Juvenile Law Clinic**
Juvenile offender litigation.

INSTITUTE FOR MOTIVATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
**Therapist** (1989-1990)
Counseling underachieving children/adolescents.

ST. FRANCIS HOME FOR BOYS
Bensalem, Pennsylvania
**Staff/Consulting Psychologist** (1986-1989)
Therapy with adolescent boys in group home setting.

SARATOGA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
Saratoga Springs, New York
**Court Psychologist** (1985-1986)
Evaluation of custody, child dependency/juvenile delinquency petitions for Family Court.

CLATSOP COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
Astoria, Oregon
**Therapist and Precommitment Investigator** (1973-1985)
Individual/family/group therapy; evaluation of petitions for involuntary commitment; coordination with Circuit Court, State Hospital, and Sheriff's Department in treatment of mentally ill and chemically addicted offenders.

PHOENIX HOUSE
Astoria, Oregon
**Family Therapist and Administrator** (1979-1981)
Individual/family/group therapy with adolescent girls in group home; interim director of program.

ODYSSEY INSTITUTE
New York City, New York
**Administrator/Counselor** (1970-1972)
Group therapist and administrator of long-term residential treatment program for chemical addiction.
EDUCATION

Ohio License #7428 2016
Connecticut License #3388 2014
Pennsylvania License, #PS-003203-L 1979

University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 08/1973-08/1977
Major: Clinical Psychology
Degree: Ph.D.
Speciality: Child Clinical

University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama Granted 5/1976
Major: Clinical Psychology
Degree: M.A.

Colgate University
Degree: A.B.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
Penn State College of Medicine
Hershey, PA June 1, 2012 to Present

Private Practitioner
Riegler, Shienvold & Associates
2151 Linglestown Road
Harrisburg, PA June 1980 to Present

Adjunct Professor
Widener School of Law 1992-1999
Harrisburg, PA
Clinical Director  Oct. 1985-July 1987
   Behavioral Medicine and Psychological Services Ltd.
   Central Pennsylvania Cardiac Pulmonary Vascular Physicians, Ltd.
   Lemoyne, PA

Consultant  Aug. 1982-June 1987
   Central Dauphin School District
   Harrisburg, PA

Consultant  1982-1985
   Center for Behavioral Medicine
   Polyclinic Medical Center
   Harrisburg, PA

Consultant  Sept. 1978-1985
   Cardiac Treatment Centers
   Camp Hill, PA

Clinical Director  July 1977-July 1984
   Behavioral Medicine
   Harrisburg Hospital Family Practice Residency Program

   Ridgecrest Children’s Center for Emotionally Disturbed Children
   Tuscaloosa, AL
   Developing treatment plans for 10-13 year old children, training staff in implementation
   and providing individual and group psychotherapy.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

   Association of Family and Conciliation Courts  1992-Present
   Association For Conflict Resolution  2001-Present
   Academy of Family Mediators - Practitioner Member  1985-2000
   Pennsylvania Psychological Association - Fellow  1985-Present
   American Psychological Association  1976-Present
Presenter  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 52nd Annual Conference, Children in the Court System, New Orleans, LA, May 27-30, 2015

Presenter  North Carolina Child Custody and Visitation Mediation Annual Training, Raleigh, NC, May 11-12, 2015

Presenter  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, California Chapter, Annual Conference, Inventing the Future, Getting Ahead of the Curve for California Families, February 6-8, 2015

Presenter  American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Maryland Chapter, The Misuse of Diagnosis in Custody Evaluation and Shared Parenting for Young Children, Baltimore, Maryland, November 11, 2014

Presenter  American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Annual Meeting, Social Media and Relocation, Chicago, IL, November 8, 2014

Presenter  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Parenting Plans for Young Children, San Antonio, Texas, November 7, 2014

Plenary Speaker  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Custody Symposium, Unintended Consequences of Custody Evaluation, San Antonio, Texas, November 6, 2014

Presenter  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts Shall I Leave or Must I Stay Relocation Cases in Family Court, November 2014

Presenter  International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Parental Alienation in International Cases, Budapest, Hungary, September 2014


Presenter  American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, The Misuse of Diagnosis in Custody Evaluations, Cancun, Mexico, March 2014

Presenter  American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Effective Cross-Examination of Psychological Experts, Cancun, Mexico, March 2014

Presenter  Ohio Mediation Association: Advanced Mediation Skills, Columbus, Ohio, April 2014
Presenter Ohio Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts: Assessing Domestic Violence Allegations in Custody Evaluations, Columbus, Ohio, March 2014

Presenter Ohio Supreme Court Domestic Relations Summit: Attachment and Parenting for Young Children, Columbus, Ohio, March 2014

Presenter New York Family Bar Association Meeting, Keynote Speaker, New York, New York, January 2014


Presenter Family Mediation Association of Alberta, Canada, Seminar on key issues on mediation, Edmonton, Canada, April 20, 2012

Presenter Mid-Winter Meeting of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Intersection of Law and Mental Health, Costa Rica, March 12-16, 2012

Presenter University of Texas School of Law, Innovations - Breaking Boundaries in Custody Litigation. The Not-So-Nuclear Family, Houston, Texas, January 19-20, 2012

Presenter AFCC Regional Conference, Ethics in Custody Evaluations, Indianapolis, IN, October 26-28, 2011

Presenter Family Law Bar, Dealing with Difficult Personalities, Cleveland, OH, October 20, 2011


Presenter Family Law Trial Institute, Southwest Texas Law School, Houston, Texas, May 16-17, 2011

Presenter Meeting of the Ohio Supreme Court, District Magistrates meeting, Components of a Competent Custody Evaluation, Advanced Concepts, Columbus, Ohio, May 12, 2011
Presenter

Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Litigating a Complex Custody Case, April 13, 2011

Presenter

New York Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, The Use and Misuse of Diagnoses in Custody Evaluations, April 2011

Presenter

Missouri Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Dealing with Personality Disorders, St. Louis, Missouri, February 3, 2011

Presenter

Louisiana Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Advanced Mediation Skills, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, January 13, 2011

Presenter

Annual meeting of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Constructing Competent Parenting Plans, Chicago, Illinois, October 5, 2010

Presenter

Annual Meeting of the Ohio Supreme Court District Magistrates, The Components of a Competent Custody Evaluation, Columbus, Ohio, October 11, 2010

Faculty

Minnesota Chapter of AAML, Divorce Camp, September 29-October 1, 2010

Presenter

Annual Family Law Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina, August 4, 2010

Presenter

Basic Mediation Techniques for Court Connected Mediations, Commonwealth of Connecticut, April 2010

Presenter

National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Las Vegas, NV, Dealing with Difficult Clients, March 2010

Presenter

American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, New Development and Research in Child Custody, Aruba, March 2010

Instructor

Advanced Parenting Coordination, two day seminar on Parent Alienation, Attachment Issues and Personality Disorders, Houston, Texas, February 2010

Presenter

Collaborative Law, Hofstra Law School, New York, November 2009

Instructor

Ethical Dilemmas In Parenting Coordination, Reno, Nevada, November 2009
Trainer
Training of Court Connected Elevators of Arizona, Recognizing Personality Disorders, Advanced Processes in Mediation and Parenting Coordination, April 2009

Trainer
Advance Topic in Parenting Coordination, Alienation and Personality Disorders, New Orleans, February 2009

Invitation to Serve
As a trainer for judges for the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges (Invitation received September 2008)

Presenter
Domestic Violence and Differentiation: Challenges for Custody Evaluators Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 2008

Trainer
Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Workshop for Assessing Domestic Violence, October 2007

Presenter
Parenting Coordination; Pennsylvania Bar Institute and Pennsylvania Psychological Association, 2006

Member
Family Law Education Reference Project, sponsored by Hofstra Law School and AFCC, 2006

Plenary Speaker & Presenter

Trainer
Child Development Issues for Mediators and Evaluators, Court Connected Mediations for the State of North Carolina 2006

Trainer
Basic Mediation Techniques for Court Connected Mediations, Commonwealth of Connecticut, 2006

Presenter
Dealing with the Difficult Client, Pennsylvania Family Bar Association, Puerto Rico, 2005
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>The Alienated Child, Pennsylvania Family Bar Association, Puerto Rico, July 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Bonding and Attachment; Pennsylvania Bar Institute, State College, PA, March 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Member</td>
<td>Custody Recommendation on Trial; Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, Biannual Custody Conference, Nashville, TN, October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Depression in Cancer, American Cancer Society, September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Civility of Lawyers, Dauphin County Bar Association, June 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Personality Disorders II: How to Deal with Difficult Attorneys; Pennsylvania Academy of Matrimonial Attorneys, May 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Personality Disorders: How to Deal with Difficult Clients, Pennsylvania Academy of Matrimonial Attorneys, May 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Expert Witness Testimony in Custody Evaluations, American Academy of Matrimonial Attorneys, Sanabel Island, FL 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Advanced Issues in Custody Evaluations, North Carolina Association of Court Mediators, April 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>The Future of Family Mediation, Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC), Chicago, IL 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Advanced Ethics Forum, AFCC, Chicago, IL 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Family Mediation, Academy of Matrimonial Attorneys, Palm Springs, CA 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Advanced Ethics Forum, AFCC, November 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Evaluating Move-Away Custody Cases, AFCC Conference, June 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Ethical Issues in Custody Evaluation and Mediation, Michigan Association of Court Mediators, September 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Executive Mediation, Wisconsin Association of Mediators, November 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Presenter  The Use of Questions in Family Mediation, Virginia Mediation Network, November 1999


Workshop Leader  Evaluative Mediation, Academy of Family Mediators, Cape Cod, MA, July 1997


Panel Member  Hot Issues in Custody, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Fall 1995

Institute Leader  Dual Roles in Custody Conflicts, Academy of Family Mediators Conference, Cincinnati, OH, July 1995

Presenter  Family Mediation, Central Pennsylvania Paralegal Association, October 1993

Panel Member  Conflicts, Problems and Ethics in Custody Evaluations, Pennsylvania Psychological Association Annual Meeting, Harrisburg, PA, June 1995

Workshop Panelist  High Conflict Custody Cases: Association of Family and Conciliation Courts Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA, April 1993

Workshop Panelist  Custody Litigation, Evaluation, Mediation: Cumberland County Family Law Division, May 1992


Seminar Leader  Psychologists in Family Medicine, Society of Teachers of Family Medicine, San Diego, CA, May 1978

Seminar Leader  Stress Reduction, Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, PA 1978

Seminar Leader  Why Research is Not Done in Family Practice Residencies, Presented at the Pennsylvania Consortium of Family Practice Residencies, Hershey, PA, September 1977
Seminar Leader
Residents view of their behavioral medicine education association
Behavioral Sciences in Medical Education, October 1977

Seminar Leader
Medical Psychology: The role of the psychologist within the hospital.
Presented at Northeastern Association of Operating Room Technicians,
Harrisburg, PA, February 1978

Seminar Leader
A dual focus behavioral science curriculum. Symposium of APA
Meeting, Toronto, Canada, 1978

PUBLISHED ARTICLES

Anderer, S., Shienvold, A.T., Shienvold, K.
Custody Evaluations, in: Custody Law & Practice in Pennsylvania,
editors, David N. Hofstein and Sandra L. Meilton, PBI Press, 2011

Shienvold, A.T., Asken, M.A., Cincotta, J.
Family Practice Residents Perception of Behavioral Science,
Training: Relevance and Needs. Journal of Family Practice

Behavioral Medicine: A Review. Primary Care, November 1978

Hybrid Processes in the Settlement of Family Disputes, in Divorce
and Family Mediation, Eds., Folberg, Miline & Salem, Guilford
Press, 2004

Braunstein, L.J., Greenberg, L.R., Shienvold, A.T.
Role of Mental Health Professionals in Child Custody Cases,

HONORS

Member
Advisory Committee, Honoring Families Initiative, Institute for
Advancement of the American Legal System, Denver, Colorado,
March 2012

Recipient
Award for Distinguished Contributions to the Science and
Profession of Psychology, presented by the Pennsylvania
Psychological Association, June 2011

President
Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 2011-2012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Position/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>John M. Haynes Distinguished Mediator Award, presented by the Association for Conflict Resolution, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Chair</td>
<td>Conference Committee of Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 2006-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Pennsylvania Supreme Court Committee to Change the Culture of Custody in Pennsylvania, 2005-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Board of Governors, Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 2005-2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Task Force on Development of Model Standards for Custody Evaluators, Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 2004-2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Association for Conflict Resolution, 2001-2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Custody Evaluation Work Group, PA Psychological Association, 2001-Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Special Advisory Council for the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, 2001-2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Academy of Family Mediators, 1999-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Academy of Family Mediators, 1997-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Ethics Committee and Conference for Academy of Family Mediators, 1996-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved Consultant</td>
<td>Academy of Family Mediators, 1993-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>Dauphin County Task Force to create a parent education curriculum for divorcing parents, September 1993-1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Ethics Committee and Conference Committee for Academy of Family Mediators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Member  
AFCC Task Force to create specialty guidelines for evaluating allegations of domestic violence in custody evaluations, 2011-present

Member  
Advisory Council for the Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System, 2012-present
Kasey E. Shienvold, Psy.D., MBA

2151 Linglestown Road
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Work – 717-540-1313
kshienvold@rieglershienvold.com

EDUCATION

Widener University, Chester, PA
Psy.D. Clinical Psychology Minor Organizational Psychology, June 2003
M.A. Clinical Psychology, October 2001
  • GPA: 3.65
  • Focus of Doctoral Dissertation: Organizational Conflict Resolution Systems Design. Created a template for system implementation in collegiate athletic departments as well as a training course in conflict resolution for members of the department.
  • Co-founder and co-director of “New Directions in Psychology.” An annual conference hosted at Widener University to explore and discuss psychology’s applicability in non-traditional contexts, such as business, technology, and politics.

Widener University, Chester, PA
M.B.A. Health and Medical Services Administration, June 2003
  • GPA: 3.50
  • Worked as a product strategist for Epotec, a behavioral healthcare internet company, as part of my business residency. Additionally, developed strategic marketing plans for assisted living facilities in the Philadelphia region.

Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA
B.A. Psychology, 1998

WORK EXPERIENCE

Forensic Psychological Associates, LLC, Bala Cynwyd, PA
Partner - October 2016 - Present
Comprehensive Child Custody Evaluations, 5329 Psychological Risk Assessments

Riegler Shienvold & Associates, Harrisburg, PA
Psychology Resident, June 2003 – October 2004
Clinical Psychologist (License # - PS015645), November 2004 – Present
Partner – March 2008 - Present
Comprehensive child custody evaluations, assessments of bonding and attachment, Competency assessments, 5329 Psychological risk assessments, family mediation, and co-parent counseling with high conflict families. Individual and group psychotherapy with children and adults. Psychological and psychoeducational assessments with children and adults, surrounding a wide range of emotional and educational issues.
Center for Emotional Competence, Chester, PA  
Research Intern, January 2003 – June 2003  
Coordinate the research and development of an objective measure of emotional competence. Work closely with professional management consultants and professors to integrate feedback and track the progress of business employees who have completed assessments.

Delta Consultants, Wayne, PA  
Intern/Staff Consultant, 2002 – 2003  
Provided individual assessment services involving executives, managers, and supervisors for hiring and retention, as well as employee promotion, placement, and succession planning. Administered 360° evaluations and feedback assessments to maximize the potential of individual managers and executives. Conducted organizational effectiveness audits by interviewing selected stakeholders, and using employee and customer surveys.

Intercommunity Action, Roxborough, PA  
Pre-Doctoral Intern, 2001 – 2002  
Conducted individual and group psychotherapy with children and adults. Administered psychological batteries designed to aid in treatment planning and problem identification for clients. Supervised less experienced clinicians and students on clinical and administrative role requirements.

POST-DOCTORAL TRAINING

- Workshop topics included effective interviewing of children, evaluating relocation cases, therapeutic reunification, unsubstantiated allegations of child sexual abuse, and assessment of coercive control.

- Workshop topics included best practices in overnight custodial schedules for young children, parental gatekeeping in high conflict custody cases, the impact of mental health issues on parenting, and child sexual abuse allegations in the context of custody evaluations.

- Workshop topics included relocation and best practices, same sex parenting in the context of child custody, parent and child perspectives on shared parenting, implications of technology and social media.

Pennsylvania Psychological Association Fall Continuing Education and Ethics Conference, October 31 – November 2, 2013.

- Workshop topics included working with children who resist contact with a parent, developing effective and child-centered parenting plans, risk assessments for the family courts, sexual abuse allegations in child custody evaluations.
- Workshop topics included attachment in child custody evaluations, neurological development in infants and children, domestic violence assessments, mediating high conflict, report writing strategies for custody

Helping Children and Parents Cope with Divorce – April 7, 2011 – April 8, 2011

- Workshop topics included the use of psychological testing, attachment, child interviewing, and consultation in the court process of child custody determinations

Dauphin County Bar sponsored training on Parenting Coordination: Working with High Conflict Families, October 2, 2009

- Workshop Topics included domestic violence, attachment, interviewing children, ethics, and latest research initiatives

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC) 8th International Symposium on Child Custody Evaluations, September 25 – September 27, 2008
- Pre-conference institute on domestic violence and child custody evaluations
- Workshop topics included reducing bias, assessing children’s perceptions of family relationships, and relocation issues in custody evaluations

- Pre-conference institute on writing child custody evaluation reports for courts and families
- Workshop topics included psychological testing, expert testimony, family violence, child alienation, self-report credibility, ethics, and child abduction

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC) 7th International Symposium on Child Custody Evaluations, October 19 – October 21, 2006
- Pre-conference institute on recent research and the appropriate interpretations of psychological testing
- Workshop topics included Domestic Violence, Interviewing Children, Best Practices in Forensic Custody Evaluations, and Report Writing

- Pre-conference institute on controversial issues in child custody evaluations
- Workshops topics included: Circumstances for splitting siblings, Attachment, Relocation in child custody evaluations, Expert testimony and psychological testing, and the Effects of high-conflict divorce on children
PRESENTATIONS AND SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC) 6th International Symposium on Child Custody Evaluations, October 14 – October 16, 2004
- Presentations topics included; Abuse and Alienation, Recommendations for long term interventions, Assessing children’s feelings in divorce, Investigation in child custody evaluations, and Co-parent counseling

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC) Two-Day Workshop on Conducting Child Custody Evaluations, December 8-9, 2003
- Presented by Dr. Phillip Stahl

Cross Country University Workshop on; Understanding Childhood Developmental Disorders, September 23, 2003

Divorce Custody & Mediation Training, June 23- June 27, 2003
- Conducted By Zena Zumeta


The Pennsylvania State University Law School’s Children’s Advocacy Clinic – 2007 – 2016 – Guest Lecturer on Forensic Psychology and Family Law Issues

Pennsylvania Bar Association Family Law Section Summer Meeting – July 11, 2014 – Custody Mock Trial and Interview of a Child.

Fulton County Bench/Bar Conference – Fall 2013 – Presentation on Mental Health Professionals and the Family Court

Fulton County Services For Children – December 4, 2012 – Assessment and Treatment of Childhood Psychiatric Disorders


Pennsylvania Bar Association, Family Law Section Summer Meeting – July 8, 2011 – “Timeout! The Impact of Custody Litigation on Children”

PUBLICATIONS


AFFILIATIONS

American Psychological Association

Pennsylvania Psychological Association

Association of Family and Conciliation Courts
MATT SHOLLENBERGER, Ph.D., P.C.
o. 484.459.6423  c. 610.334.8131  f. 484.388.4359

WEB Sites: ConfidentialCounseling.Net
           BerksTherapeuticAlliance.Com
           DrMShollenberger@aol.com

230 East Orange Street  1306 Old Wilmington Pike  845 North Park Road
Suite MWN            Suite 300        Suite 100
Lancaster, PA 17602     West Chester, PA 19382     Wyomissing, PA 19610

EDUCATION

Ph.D.; Counseling, Minor: Family Systems
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA
June, 2001

M.Ed.; Counselor Education
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, Kutztown, PA
December, 1988

B.A.; Sociology, Minor: Psychology
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, Kutztown, PA
May, 1986

EXPERIENCE IN CLINICAL TREATMENT

Berks Therapeutic Alliance, Wyomissing, PA; Co-Owner 05/2014-Present. In partnership with Scot DePue, M.D. We provide medical and psychological treatment to addicted adults. We specialize in opiate addictions.

Confidential Counseling, Wyomissing, PA; Owner, 05/2009-Present. Treat both convicted and accused sex offenders in Pennsylvania. Certification of Approval to provide sex offender treatment services from the Sexual Offenders Assessment Board, Harrisburg, PA (under 42 Pa. C.S.A.~9799.4.). Credentialled to treat County, State, and Federal convicted sex offenders on probation/parole.
Matt Shollenberger, PhD; Lancaster, West Chester & Wyomissing, PA; Private Practice Licensed Professional Counselor, Owner providing individual, couples, & family counseling to adolescents & adults, 12/00-present. Provide Child Custody Evaluations and Mental Health Evaluations through the 5 county courts. Expert testifier in 6 counties over the past 25 years. Provide Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) supervision; Provide testing, such as MMPI2-RF, among many others.

Life Counseling Services, Glen Mills, PA; Licensed Counselor 12/03-12/07.

Pennsylvania Counseling Services, Lancaster, PA; Clinic Manager 10/02-11/03.

Psychotherapeutic Services Incorporated, Wilmington, DE; Family Therapist 12-97 to 10/02.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, University Counseling Center, Blacksburg, VA; Intern University Counselor 8-95 to 5-96.

Changing Directions, Incorporated, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Department of Psychiatry, Baltimore, MD; Intake/Quality Assurance Coordinator 5-90 to 8-94.

Albright College, Reading, PA; Graduate Intern Counselor 9-87 to 5-88.

Kutztown College, Kutztown, PA; ENTRA Orientation Staff, 5/82 to 9/82.

COLLEGIATE TEACHING EXPERIENCE

West Chester University, West Chester, PA, Adjunct Faculty 2011, Undergraduate Psychology Department.

Alvernia University, Reading, PA, Adjunct Faculty 2011, Graduate Department, Counseling.

LaSalle University, Philadelphia, PA, Adjunct Faculty 2009 - 2010, Graduate Department, Counseling.

Pennsylvania State University, Berks Campus, Wyomissing, PA, Adjunct Faculty 2009, Undergraduate Department, Psychology.

Wilmington University, Wilmington, DE, Assistant Professor, 1998 to 2002, Graduate Department, Community Counseling.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, Blacksburg, VA, Practicum
Supervisor and Instructor, 1994 to 1996, Behavioral Sciences, Graduate Department of Counseling.

University of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD, Adjunct Faculty, 1994, Undergraduate Department of Psychology.

Baltimore City Community College, Baltimore, MD, Adjunct Faculty, 1989 to 1993, Undergraduate Psychology Department.

Albright College, Reading, PA, Spring 1988; Graduate Counselor Intern, taught Intro Psychology.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Kutztown University Alumni Board of Directors member since June, 2016.

Pennsylvania Child Abuse History Clearance, Department of Public Welfare, verification updated 04.12.16, original 08.03.06.


Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC), member since 2011.

Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) Credentialed from PA Board of Autism Services, since December, 2010.


Licensed Professional Counselor, Pennsylvania license number PC002868, since February, 2003.

National Board of Certified Counselors, since October, 2002.

American Counseling Association, member since February, 1996.

Tau Eta Kappa Chapter-Chi Sigma Iota Student and Professional Honors Society International, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA; President 6-96 to 5-97; Vice-President 6-95 to 6-96.

Kutztown College, Kutztown, PA Vice President of Hall Council 9/81 to 5/82.
PRESENTATIONS


Shollenberger, M. (2004, October). *Adolescent Cutting, Depression, and Suicide*. Lecture presented to public at Southern Chester County YMCA.


TRAININGS, CERTIFICATIONS, & CEU's

Current Perspectives in Sexual Violence Prevention, Robin J. Wilson, Ph.D, ABPP, 6 CE’s September, 9, 2016.

Trauma Informed Practice in Correctional & Forensic Settings, Jill Levenson, PhD, LCSW, 6 CE’s, April, 2016.

Female Sexual Offenders: Evolving Treatment and Management/Supervision, Erica Williams, Psy.D., Catlin McLaughlin, B.S., 6 CE’s, May, 2015.


Hare Psychopathology Checklist-Revised: Clinical and Forensic Implications, Adelle Forth, Ph.D., 12 CE’s, January, 2015.

Female Sexual Offenders: A Special Subgroup, Franca Cortoni, Ph.D., C. Psych., 6 CE’s, June, 2014.

Over the Line: Assessment, Management and Treatment of Sex Offenders Online, David L. Delmonico, PhD & Elizabeth J. Griffin, MA, LMFT, 6 CE’s, April, 2014.

Offline, Online, and Over the Line: Assessment and Treatment of Sex Offenders Online, David L. Delmonico, PhD & Elizabeth J. Griffin, MA, LMFT, 6 CE’s, April, 2014.

When is Enough Enough? Realistic Bases for Custody Report Critiques, Robert Simon, PhD and Philip Stahl, PhD, 2.8 CE’s, November, 2013.

High Conflict Custody Litigants: MMPI Research & Implications for Practice, Jeffery Siegel, PhD, ABPP, 2.8 CE’s, November, 2013.

Impasse: What Causes It, How to Avoid It, and How to Work Through It, Rebecca Magruder, MSW, JD, 2.8 CE’s, November, 2013.

Neurodevelopment Impact of Trauma: Implications for Understanding & Treating Sexual Behavior Problems, Kevin Creeden, MA, LMHC, 6 CE’s September, 2013.

Helping Heroes, a web based training course for providers, The Medical
University of South Carolina, 8 CE Credits (NBCC #6512), August, 2013.

Ethics and Risk Management in Counseling, Social Work and Therapy, Nina Grecco, LCSW, 3 CE’s April, 2013.

Identifying the Sex Offenders Among Us, C. Gabrielle Salfati, M.Sc., Ph.D., C. Psychol., F.IA-IP, 6 CE Credits, April, 2013.


Cyberooffenders: Trending Issues in Assessment, Management, and Treatment, David Delmonico, PhD & Elizabeth Griffin, MA, 6 CEUs, November, 2012.

Functional Behavioral Assessment & Treatment Plan Development, Claire Choutka, 6 hours, October, 2011.

Advanced Ethical Decision Making II; When Ethics becomes Tricky, Richard Small, PhD, ABPP, 2 CE Credits, October, 2011.

Advanced Ethical Decision Making: When Ethics becomes Tricky, Richard Small, PhD, ABPP, 2 Credits, September, 2011.


Basic Science for Forensic Mental Health Workers & What’s in Store for the DSM-5, David Mays, PhD, M.D., 6 CE Credits, April, 2011.


Trauma, Ann Gaulin, M.S., M.F.T., 2 CE Credits, November, 2010.


Child Custody Consultation, Robin M. Deutsch, Ph.D., Honorable William Fee, Andrew Schepard, J.D. (AFCC), 1.5 CE, October, 2010.

Sexual Addictions, Margaret Adams, M.A., LMFT, 2 CE Credits, October, 2010.

The Verbal Behavioral Approach; Teach Children with Autism, Mary Barbera, R.N., M.S.N., B.C.B.A., 2 CE Credits, September, 2010.

Basic Principles of Work with Addictions, Mark Schenker, Ph.D., 2 CE Credits, May, 2010.


MMPI-2-RF, Y. Ben-Porath, Ph.D., 1 hr., February, 2010.


Intro to AEDP to treat Depression, Somatization, Chronic Fatigue & Passive-Aggressive Personality, Steven Shapiro, Ph.D., 2 CE Credits, November, 2009.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: Crossroads of Diagnosis and Treatment, David Meyerson, Ph.D., 2 CE Credits, October, 2009.

Ethics and Psychologist Self-Care, Pauyl Delfin, Ph.D., 2 CE Credits, May, 2009.


Disaster Mental Health Intervention, Essential Learning (Magellan), 6 CE Credits, December, 2008.


Breakthrough Moments in Psychotherapy using AEDP, Steve Shapiro, Ph.D., 2 CE Credits, September, 2008.

MMPI-2-RF, Y. Ben-Porath, Ph.D., 6 CE Credits, August, 2008.

Infertility: East Meet West, Zur Institute, 6 CE Credits, July, 2008.

Breaking the Cylce: Sex, Love & Relationship Addiction, Terra Holbrook, L.C.S.W., 1.5 hrs., June 6, 2008.

Brain Disease of Addiction, James Mulligan, M.D., 1.5 CE Credits, June 6, 2008.

Current Issues & Trends in the Diagnosis & Treatment of Bi-Polar Disorder, Stuart Levy, M.D., 1 hr., June, 2007.

Suicide Education and Prevention, by C. Karen Covey-Moore, 1 hr., April, 2007.


Ethical Issues & Legal Considerations When Working with Children & Adolescents, by Linda Knauss, Ph.D., 6 hours, November, 2006.

Treating Clients with Co-Occurring Substance Abuse & Mental Health Disorders, by Joan Chatterton, RN, LCSW, CADC, 2 hours, October, 2006.

Getting Through to Oppositional Youth, by Kimball Magoni, Ph.D., 2 hours, September, 2006.

Understanding Suicide: Dynamics, Risk Factors & Assessment, by Steven Shapiro, Ph.D., 2 hours, May, 2006.


LEDA SPORTOLARI, L.C.S.W.  
191 Presidential Blvd. Suite W10  
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004  
lsportolari@gmail.com  
610-668-1865

CURRICULUM VITAE

CURRENT POSITIONS:

PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Bala Psychological Resources  
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania

Child, adult, couple and family assessment and psychotherapy in a private practice setting. Clinical supervision. Specialty areas include: child and adolescent assessment and treatment; relationship concerns; divorce and remarriage; social-emotional-behavioral problems of young children.  
October, 1997 - present.

ADJUNCT FACULTY
Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Welfare  
Bryn Mawr, PA

Instructor of clinical electives for second year graduate students. Courses include: Introduction to Attachment Based Couple Therapy and Attachment-Based Psychotherapy . Spring, 2006- present.

BOARD MEMBER, PENNSYLVANIA SOCIETY FOR CLINICAL SOCIAL WORK

President, 2005 - 2007  
Board Member, 1999-2005, 2007 - present  
Head, Post Master’s Certificate Program , 2005- present

Past president of a state-wide professional organization for clinical social workers, centered in the Philadelphia area. Leadership of the board, supervision of the administrative staff, oversight of the budget, program planning. Board member in charge of developing, coordinating, teaching and supervising in a post master’s clinical certificate program in collaboration with the Bryn Mawr College Continuing Education Department.

CLINICAL DIRECTOR, A HOME WITHIN
Bala Cynwyd, PA

Referral coordination, therapist outreach, consultation group leader, clinician and clinical director for the Philadelphia Chapter of a national nonprofit which offers pro-bono, ongoing, relational therapy to children and youth or are in or have been in foster or kinship care. Pro bono position.  
April, 2013 - present
PAST POSITIONS:

**FACULTY FIELD LIAISON**
Bryn Mawr College Graduate School of Social Work and Social Welfare
Bryn Mawr, PA

Liaison between the Social Work school and graduate students' placements, to support and monitor students' clinical learning experiences and supervisory relationships.

**CLINICAL ASSOCIATE FACULTY**
Department of Psychiatry
School of Medicine
University of Pennsylvania Health System

Clinical supervision of psychiatric residents in couple and family therapy.

**MEDIATOR**
Alpha Mediation Center
Doylestown, Pennsylvania

Child custody mediation as an independent contractor for a private divorce mediation practice.

**PSYCHOTHERAPIST**
SJMS Psychotherapy Centre
Santa Clara, California


**PSYCHOTHERAPIST**
Children's Team
Family Service Midpeninsula
Palo Alto, California


**CLINICIAN-RESEARCHER**
"Protecting Children From Conflict" Project
Center for the Family in Transition/ Family Service Midpeninsula
Palo Alto, California

CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER--SCHOOL BASED
Children's Services
San Mateo County Department of Mental Health
San Mateo, California


PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORKER
Children's Program
Napa State Hospital
Napa, California


STAFF THERAPIST
Eating Disorders Unit
Marshal Hale Memorial Hospital
San Francisco, California


OTHER EXPERIENCE:

RESIDENT FELLOW
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Live-in leadership of an undergraduate dormitory, with an emphasis on community and team building. Selection, training and supervision of a student staff of 15. Small and large group facilitation; crisis intervention; conflict resolution; informal academic and personal counseling; social and current issues program planning; referrals to and coordination with a wide variety of student services. September, 1990 - June, 1997.

BOARD MEMBER
Ellen Thacher Children's Center
Palo Alto, California

Vice President of the parent board of a developmental nursery school. Teacher consultation; parent education series planning and coordination; fiscal, administrative, and philosophical direction of the center. September, 1993 - June, 1995

MATHEMATICS TEACHER
San Francisco University High School  
San Francisco, California  

**EDUCATION:**

M.S.W. Masters in Social Welfare  
University of California, Berkeley  
May, 1985

B.S. in Mathematics Education  
University of Illinois, Urbana  
August, 1976

**SPECIALIZED TRAINING:**

**COMPREHENSIVE DIVORCE MEDIATION**  (40 hours)  
Northern California Mediation Center  
Corte Madera, California  
Joan Kelly, Ph.D. and Nancy Foster, J.D.  

**COMBATING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE**  (6 hours)  
Forensic Mental Health Associates  
San Francisco, California  
Nicholas Groth, Ph.D. and Suzanne M. Sgroi, M.D.  

**CREDENTIALS:**

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
Pennsylvania License #: CW 013621  
November, 2002 - present

Licensed Social Worker  
Pennsylvania License #: SW-010540-L.  

Licensed Clinical Social Worker  
California License #: LCS 13176.  

California Standard Teaching Credential  
Credential # STC 365494.  
May 9, 1984.

**PUBLICATIONS:**


Sportolari, L., Postmodern Social Work: An Interview With Jeffrey Applegate, DSW. *Pennsylvania 168*
REFERENCES:Available upon request.
VALERIE TRAVIS

1127 Markley Street
Norristown, PA 19401
(610) 275-8121
valleygirl52@verizon.net

Licensure-2010
Relationship Specialist-American Psychotherapy Association
Springfield, Missouri

Education
Master of Arts, Counseling Psychology, Biblical Seminary Hatfield, PA, May 2008
Bachelor of Science, Organizational Behavior/Applied Psychology, Albright College, Reading, PA. June 2003

Clinical Experience
THE ACADEMY SCHOOLS PHILADELPHIA, PA. Dec. 9th, 2013 - present
Drug and Alcohol Therapist
• Participate in weekly trainings with topics surrounding the assessment and treatment of individuals meeting criteria for Axis I and Axis II diagnosis within a CBT framework
• Provide individual and group therapy for young adults ages 13-19 struggling with Axis I and Axis II disorders
• Co-facilitated psycho-educational lectures on addiction, grief, loss stress management, assertive communication, cognitive distortions and relapse prevention
• Maintain client progress notes for intensive review and continuity of care
• Collaborate with court officials and Parole Officers for updates, note comparison and support for clients
• Present cases in weekly clinical staffing to Clinical Supervisors for dialogue and oversight
• Prepare clinical Individualized Treatment Plans, Aftercare plan
• Provide relevant and accurate information about alcohol and drug abuse to program members.
• Assist the client in following the treatment guidelines in order to support the client’s attempts at recovery.
• Assist client in building a Career; help family members deal with the pain of addiction in order to cope with the patient during his/her recovery stage.
• Employ tact and judgment in dealing with sensitive or personal problems and hostile attitudes and make a plan to implement group activities based on the assessed needs of participants.
• Establish and maintain effective working relationships with public and private social service officials, representatives of community organizations, associates and the general public. Knowledgeable of work with at-risk youth in substance abuse.

Addictions Counselor Adult population
• Developed customized treatment plans/Clinical Summaries, Aftercare interviews
• Respect clients’ rights to privacy in soliciting private information when it is beneficial to the counseling process
• Completed weekly individual counseling sessions
• Conducted IOP group counseling sessions/Supervise GOP “Topic” counseling
• Organized family member group sessions to support clients during recovery
• Encouraged clients working through Relapse Prevention Workbook material to ensure ongoing success
• Ordered and processed random urine samples
• Participated in lectures and exercises on best practices of mental health and first aid procedures
• Engaged in active learning about emotional, behavioral, and physical symptoms of illnesses such as depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders and substance abuse disorders

Family Care Counselor (Low-Income Families)
• Assist clients in becoming effective members of the community as they discover better tools to manage life’s challenges
• Offer supportive, one-on-one counseling within the local church and community
• Provided individual sessions of grief counseling, marriage counseling
• Provide clients with resources and services or help deal with various emotional and psychological issues
• Supervised quarterly group training sessions
• Interacted with community leaders as a liaison for community outreach
• Manage crisis intervention and conflict resolution with families when appropriate
VALERIE TRAVIS  (610) 275-8121

HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER  February 8, 2013 December 5, 2013
Volunteer Counselor (Females 14-35)
• Prepare intakes; interview client and to reach out to those in the midst of unplanned, unexpected pregnancies
• Counsel with those involved in premature sexual activity with unconditional physical, emotional and spiritual support.
• Provide clients with accurate and complete information about both prenatal development and abortion.
• Help clients recognize the validity of adoption as an alternative to abortion, but is not biased toward adoption when compared to the other life-saving alternatives

TEMPLE CONTINUING CARE CENTER  February 2nd, 2003-August 27th 2006
Volunteer Chaplain/Pastoral Counselor
• Responsible for patient and families spiritual/religious needs as directed.
• Conducted worship services; Interacted with hospital staff to coordinate an individualized plan of care when necessary.
• Provided spiritual counseling in accordance with the plan of care; supervised volunteer staff of eight. Assist residents in utilizing resources of faith to respond to present situations.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE

MERCK & COMPANY, West Point, PA  March 8, 1997-October 5th 2011
Assoc. Chg. Control Analyst, Laboratory Safety & Compliance
Maintained the change control and lab documentation processes.
• Coordinated significant changes that could impact operations areas and laboratory testing areas by identifying and giving advance notice of new compendia, compliance and documentation requirements.
• Initiated change controls when changes occur due to Quality Standard revisions or documentation changes
• Coordinated implementation dates with laboratory personnel and originator (if possible)
• Created/printed/distributed/tracked Lab Controlled Documentation (i.e. test worksheets, logbooks, SOPs)
  o Ability to handle multiple assignments simultaneously and meet deadlines.
  o Able to work independently with the ability to multi-task
  o Highly organized and self-motivated.
  o Strong Communication Skills
  o Problem solving/Listening & Patience/Ability to build effective relationships
  o Leadership/Project Management
  o Excellent sound reasoning and judgment skills
  o Excellent communication/public speaking skills, and the ability to connect with people from different professional and cultural backgrounds
  o Familiar with Union Personnel and guidelines of union employees

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
Former Advisory Board Member St. Catherine Laboure Medical Clinic
Former Volunteer Big Sister – Big Brothers Big Sisters Organization
Former Board member for Women’s Shelter “Why Not Prosper”
Keynote Speaker for Chaplaincy program - Graterford Prison, Graterford, PA

LIST OF TRAININGS PROVIDED AND ATTENDED AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
EDUCATION:

University of Pennsylvania 09/2002-05/2004
MSW, concentration in School Social Work
Honors: 3.74 GPA

Pennsylvania State University 09/1996-08/2000
BS, Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS), concentration in Child Development
Spanish Minor
Honors: Kappa Omicron Nu (National HDFS Honor Society)
Clinical Training: Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Counseling, Women in Transition
Activities: Research Assistant, Department of HDFS, 1999-2000
Extern, Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary, Winter, 1999
Teacher’s Assistant, HDFS 400 level counseling course, Spring, 1999
Homeless Outreach Worker, Alternative Spring Break- Washington, DC, Spring 1999
Spanish Interpreter, Habitat for Humanity- Guatemala, Spring, 1997

POST MASTER’S CLINICAL TRAINING: 2004-2014
Structural Family Therapy, Jay Lappin, LCSW
HIV Testing Counseling and Risk Reduction, Philadelphia Department of Public Health
Diagnostic Interviewing (SCID), University of Pennsylvania, Department of Psychiatry
Attachment-Based Family Therapy, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Center for Family Intervention Science
Motivational Interviewing, Health Education and Training Institute
Emotionally Focused Therapy (EFT) for Couples Externship, Maryland Center for EFT
Social Information Processing Interventions, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Department of Psychology
Postpartum Depression Postgraduate Training Program, The Postpartum Stress Center
Emotionally Focused Therapy Advanced Training, Philadelphia Center for EFT
Clinical Supervision Certificate, Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work

CLINICAL AND RESEARCH EXPERIENCE:

Kim Wilson, LCSW
Plymouth Meeting, PA

Psychotherapist
• Treat individuals, couples and families by using a variety of psychotherapy methods. 01/2008-present

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), Departments of Psychology & Child Development
Philadelphia, PA

Cultural Competence and Integrity Monitor Supervisor & Research Interventionist 10/2007-12/2011
• Led the Organizational Assessment Project for a CDC grant for reducing community violence under CHOP’s Center for Injury Research and Prevention and The Urban Partnership Academic Centers of Excellence.
• Served as a Cultural Competence and Integrity Monitor Supervisor for a NIMH study aimed at reducing girls’ levels of relational aggression.
• Co-facilitated violence prevention interventions for youth and parent groups in Southwest/West Philadelphia schools and community groups.
• Analyzed program evaluation data and developed measurement tools.
• Assisted with the development of community-based participatory research programs for youth violence prevention.
• Participated in manuscript writing on classroom observation systems.
• Conducted Peer Nominations and Peer Ratings.
Innovative Counseling Associates
Pottstown, PA

Psychotherapist
05/2006- 03/2008

- Treated individuals, couples and families by using a variety of psychotherapy methods.

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Center for Family Intervention Science
Philadelphia, PA

Director of Community Partnerships
*position was cut due to an unexpected loss in grant funding

- Coordinated marketing, recruitment and retention efforts for Center projects.
- Recruited Community Advisory Board (CAB) Members, organized CAB meetings and maintained CAB agency relationships.
- Developed partnerships between the Center and outside agencies for community outreach and training purposes.
- Functioned as an Attachment Based Family Therapist for adolescents with suicidal ideation on a CDC funded project.
- Provided psychological assessments for youth and adults by using the Structural Clinical Interview for the DSM-TR- IV (SCID) and the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (DISC).
- Co-facilitated psycho-educational parenting groups on maternal depression.
- Led participant case management efforts.

University of Pennsylvania, School of Medicine, Center for Studies of Addiction
Philadelphia, PA

Research Coordinator
09/2004-12/2006

- Coordinated and supervised participant recruitment, enrollment and retention for designated studies.
- Administered clinical assessments for depressive and substance-related disorders using the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale and the SCID.
- Facilitated narrative and solution-focused counseling, harm reduction psycho-education and case management.
- Led and developed workshops on depression to health professionals and support groups.

Penn Alexander School
Philadelphia, PA

School Social Worker Intern
09/2003-07/2004

- Provided ongoing counseling with children ages 5 to 14. Methods of intervention include strategies from cognitive-behavioral, narrative, play, family and group therapy.
- Led youth groups on loss/grief and anger management.
- Instructed adolescent development classes to 5th graders with school nurse.
- Initiated an American Red Cross Measles Initiative fundraiser and educate school about world health issues.

Libertae, Inc.
Bensalem, PA

Family Recovery House Intern
09/2002-06/2003

- Conducted bio-psychosocial assessments for female residents recovering from substance abuse/dependence.
- Co-facilitated groups on anger management, relationships, and parenting.

Hemby’s Children’s Hospital
Charlotte, NC

Child Life Specialist Intern
05/1999-08/1999

- Provided play and narrative therapy for children with cancer and diabetes.
- Participated in collaborative meetings with senior child life specialist and parents of children.
- Coordinated summer camps and other events.
HEALTH PROMOTION EXPERIENCE:
Spectrum Health Services Inc.
Philadelphia, PA
“Bridging the Gaps” Multidisciplinary Program Intern 06/2003-08/2003
- Synthesized health promotion information on women’s health and child development topics for dissemination.
- Created teen resource directory and resource packet for parents of children with disabilities.
- Conducted audits of medical records to review health center compliance with federal regulations.

Health Promotion Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA
Coordinator of Youth Access to Tobacco Program 09/2000-01/2002
- Collected research on secondhand smoke policies for distribution to Philadelphia council members.
- Present research findings on “Youth Access to Tobacco” at the American Public Health Association Conference in 2001.
- Conducted and evaluated compliance check information.
- Led and developed workshops for schools and community agencies on youth access to tobacco and tobacco education.

Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids (CFTFK)
Washington, D.C.
Public Relations Intern 05/2000-08/2000
- Investigated youth tobacco trends and tobacco industry media campaigns.
- Translated Spanish documents from the “Framework Convention on Tobacco Control”, hosted by the World Health Organization (WHO).

CLINICAL & VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES:
Co-Chair, Parents of Saint Thomas Preschool, 09/2013-09/2015
Volunteer, PA Society for Clinical Social Work- Education Committee, 01/2011-01/2013
Volunteer, Calvary Chapel Norristown, Negril, Jamaica, 06/2008
Clinical Assistant, CHOP’s Center for ADHD Management, “CARE Project”, 09/2007-06/2008
Co-Facilitator, Philadelphia Children’s Alliance support groups for caretakers and children of sexual abuse, Spring 2006
Counselor, Billy Graham’s Rapid Response Team, New Orleans, LA, 12/2005

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:
Pennsylvania Society for Clinical Social Work, Philadelphia Center for Emotionally Focused Therapy, Montgomery County Child Advocate Project- Board of Directors, Saint Thomas Nursery School- Co-leader of Parent/School Organization